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Foreword
The American Dream Prosperity Index is a unique collaboration between
the Legatum Institute and the Milken Center for Advancing the American
Dream. The 2022 Index identifies both common challenges affecting most
states and many counties, as well as the local challenges unique
to each place.
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We are immensely proud to introduce the 2022 American
Dream Prosperity Index (ADPI). The ADPI is a unique
collaboration between the Legatum Institute and the Milken
Center for Advancing the American Dream. Creating the
pathways from poverty to prosperity has been the Legatum
Institute’s mission since it was established in 2007. As part
of its work, the Institute has developed a suite of world
class indexes that track progress, but also that spotlight
the barriers that constrain economic and social prosperity.
The Milken Center is a nonpartisan, mission-driven
organization dedicated to making the American Dream
an attainable reality for all. Founded in 2019, the Milken
Center for Advancing the American Dream will open its
physical doors to the public in 2024 in the historic heart
of Washington, D.C. The Center will host exhibitions and
art celebrating inspiring personal stories of the American
Dream, conduct research to identify barriers to social
and economic mobility (such as this Index), and catalyze
pro-prosperity policies through education, competitions
and convening.
This report presents the key findings from this year’s Index.
It highlights areas of progress and identifies some of the
common challenges that many states and counties face.
These all have a direct impact on what it means to have
an inclusive society, an open economy, and empowered
people – the building blocks of prosperity.

Baroness Philippa Stroud

The Index offers a set of unique and holistic insights into
what is driving and constraining change at a state and
county level. It is built on 230 distinct measures from over
90 different sources from across the U.S. grouped under 49
themes. It highlights where the challenges are shared, but
also pinpoints where problems are local, shaped by a wide
variety of societal and economic issues.
The Index is already being used to effect change across the
country, from informing the Community Needs Assessments
of rural hospitals in Montana to reinforcing arguments for
legislative changes that can reduce high healthcare costs
in Mississippi, and helping to shape the strategic priorities
for a range of community foundations and civic institutions.
Our ambition is that state and local governments, business
leaders, investors, philanthropists, and civil society leaders
across the U.S. will use the Index to help craft their agendas
for growth and development, and that others will use it
to hold them to account. Our new website, produced in
tandem with the 2022 Index offers all of us the chance to
interrogate the data, download its conclusions and to use
it to better understand the routes to prosperity. As part of
its outreach and engagement work, the Center will be
sharing it with its existing and future partners.
Through this new partnership we continue to be ambitious
to further build inclusive communities, driven by open
economies and with empowered people, that will benefit
all Americans.

Dr Kerry Murphy Healey

Image source: istockphoto.com
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Defining prosperity
True prosperity is when all people have the
opportunity to thrive.
Prosperity is underpinned by an inclusive society, with a strong
social contract that protects the fundamental liberties and security
of every individual.
In a prosperous society:
• People live in peace, free from the threat of violence, oppression,
and crime.
• Everyone’s inherent dignity is respected, and freedom of speech,
worship, and assembly are protected.
• Governing institutions act with integrity, are accountable to citizens,
and are subject to the rule of law.
• Stable families and supportive communities instill the values that shape
the culture and build the bonds of trust needed for society to flourish.
Prosperity is driven by an open economy that harnesses ideas
and talent to create sustainable pathways out of poverty.
In a prosperous society:
• Property rights are protected, so investment can flow.
• Business regulation enables entrepreneurship, competition,
and innovation.
• Open markets and high-quality infrastructure facilitate trade
and commerce.
• Fiscal and monetary policy are used responsibly to foster
employment, productivity, and sustained economic growth.
Prosperity is built by empowered people, who create a society
that promotes wellbeing.
In a prosperous society:
• Everybody is able to build a life free from poverty.
• People take care of their physical and mental health and have
access to effective healthcare.
• Learning is valued and everyone receives a high-quality
education, so they can reach their potential.
• The natural environment is stewarded wisely, as a legacy
for present and future generations.
True prosperity means everyone has the opportunity to thrive by
fulfilling their unique potential and playing their part in strengthening
their communities. Because ultimately, prosperity is not just about
what we have; it is also about who we become.
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Executive summary
Executive summary
Introduction

Since its launch in 2019, the
American Dream Prosperity Index*
has become a leading barometer
of American social and economic
prosperity and is being used to
shape agendas for change at the
state and local level.
The Index assesses a combination of institutional,
economic, and social indicators provided by a range of
different organizations across the United States, yielding
a broad and rich measure of prosperity, which is more
than mere economic or financial wellbeing.
The Index is underpinned by more than 200 indicators,
sourced from over 90 distinct and diverse data sources,
helping ensure it is nonpartisan. Grouping these
indicators into 49 discrete actionable elements, the
Index provides a comprehensive prosperity assessment
of each of the 50 states and the District of Columbia,
together with nearly 1,500 counties from 17 selected
states. 1 The resulting Index allows us to compare states
and counties across a range of criteria as well as provide
a composite prosperity ranking for each place, and how
this prosperity has changed over time.

Making Connections
The 2022 Index reinforces what preceding editions of the
Index have shown: The importance of understanding the
complexity of local challenges, and how they relate to each
other (e.g., health and crime, education and businesses).
Many indices in the U.S. review specific themes, in
specific localities, without always drawing the links and
inter-relationships with other themes. Understanding these
connections is essential in developing local solutions. The
American Dream Prosperity Index sets out to provide local
communities and state level bodies, businesses, citizens
and others with the data and the broader framing of their
local issues.
The development of local data-led initiatives, rather than
top down ‘one size fits all’ approaches, is at the heart of
transformation. Jonathan Haidt, in his article in the Atlantic, 2
comments that when Alexis de Tocqueville toured the U.S.
in the early 1800’s “[Alexis] was impressed by the American
habit of forming voluntary associations to fix local problems,”
and commented that “[Americans] have started hundreds
of groups and organizations dedicated to building trust and
friendship across the political divide.” We are proud of the
way that the Index is being used to set agendas for growth
and transformation, inform wellbeing strategies, and monitor
the impact of specific interventions at the local level. The
Index helps a state or county’s performance in the different
aspects of prosperity to be properly understood.

*Formerly known as the United States Prosperity Index.

Image source: unsplash.com
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Opportunities for improvement in every place
Of course, some states and counties are more prosperous
than others. But even for states and counties with higher
levels of prosperity there are areas of potential growth.
For example, Massachusetts, the strongest performing
state, performs well across a broad range of indicators,
particularly in education and physical health. But it has
also been especially impacted by the mental health crisis,
having a particularly high drug overdose rate. Furthermore,
across the state, over a quarter of roads and nearly 10%
of bridges are of poor quality. A deeper examination
prompted by the Index helps reveal the work that each
state and county needs to do to advance the prosperity
of its citizens.
Data limitations are impeding progress
While the Index presents a comprehensive picture of
each state and county, it also highlights an inconsistency
in data collection across the U.S., that poses a challenge to
fully understanding the differences that exist within society
and local communities.
Our exploration has revealed that data on the different
components of prosperity by race and ethnicity is either
simply not collected or collected inconsistently, making it
difficult to fully understand, and therefore address, the barriers
to prosperity experienced by different ethnic groups.
The absence of nuanced datasets that differentiate
between complex demographics across ethnic and
racial groups, impedes policy makers in their capacity to
respond both accurately and effectively to the disparities
that exist across the United States. Until this is resolved,
policymakers at a national and local level and others will
knowingly need to make decisions for their constituents
without having the full picture of either the problem or to
what degree certain groups of people may be affected by it.
There is need for a comprehensive approach to gathering
data by race and ethnicity and developing a harmonized
approach would benefit from being coordinated centrally
by an independent agency.

Five of the top ten
states for prosperity
are in the North East,
with Massachusetts
the strongest state.

Key findings
The 2022 Index sets out a complex
picture of America’s economic and
social prosperity:
U.S. prosperity rebounded
post-pandemic; looking
forward, inflation may
threaten further progress.
U.S. prosperity increased
across America in all states
in varying degrees, except in
North Dakota; but it remains
unequally distributed
within states.
High and rising gun
crime, across all but
six states, is impacting
Americans’ individual
sense of their security.
Mental health levels have
weakened in all states.
A continuing decline in
social cohesion and group
relationships at all levels
of America’s society risks
impeding a common resolve
to addressing the barriers
to prosperity.
7

Analysis
U.S. prosperity rebounded post-pandemic; looking forward,
inflation may threaten further progress
As a result of the COVID-19 pandemic and the actions
taken to contain it, U.S. prosperity weakened between
2020 and 2021. It is therefore encouraging to see that in
2022, 26 states have recovered to pre-pandemic levels of
overall prosperity, with Oklahoma, New Jersey and New
Mexico seeing the biggest improvement. Reasons for the
improvement in these states vary, but economic factors
such as increasing entrepreneurships played a key role
in the post-pandemic rebound and bodes well for further
improvement. In Oklahoma, for example, the rate of new
entrepreneurs rose from 393 to 435 per 100,000 population,
which, coupled with an increase in available finance to
support these businesses, contributed to Oklahoma’s
resurgence in prosperity.
The direct and indirect effects of the COVID-19 pandemic on
levels of prosperity continued during 2022 and continue to
have an impact. Although U.S. deaths from COVID reduced
noticeably over 2022, America is the only country to have
recorded over a million deaths (nearly 1.1m at the time of
writing). Sixteen percent of all reported COVID deaths
globally through the pandemic were in the U.S., though it
accounts for just over four percent of the global population.
COVID death rates varied significantly by state, with
Vermont recording 1,100 deaths per 1m population, whereas
in Mississippi it was nearly four times this. As illustrated
by the chart, the Index shows that those areas that have
the highest mortality rates (as captured in the Longevity
element) also experience the least financial security
(as captured within the Material Resources element),
illustrating the interconnectedness of prosperity.
The longer-term impact of the pandemic on many aspects of
prosperity is still to be fully realized. In terms of the long-term
health impacts, and according to a recent CDC survey, 3
an estimated 46m Americans (15%) have experienced

long-COVID – i.e., are still impacted by the pandemic more
than three months after contracting the virus. Again, there
are significant variations by state, ranging from 9% of the
population in Delaware experiencing long-COVID symptoms,
to 21% in Mississippi. The educational impacts of COVID are
also considerable – the decline in test scores for Grades 3-8
for Math and Reading is estimated to be comparable to that
experienced by students in New Orleans during Hurricane
Katrina. 4 Moreover, the gap in test scores between those in low
poverty and high poverty grew by 20% during the pandemic.
To help students catch up, the Federal Government has made
available $220bn of funding through the American Rescue
Plan. While this is undoubtedly welcome funding, nearly
two-thirds of Americans (62%) say the country gave too little
priority to meeting the educational needs of K-12 students
during its response to the coronavirus outbreak. 5
U.S. inflation has recently been running at a 40-year high,
and the U.S. economy has seen negative growth in the first
two quarters of 2022, which may potentially undermine
greater prosperity. There are, however, encouraging signs
for optimism in terms of future economic prospects. A sizable
number of new jobs have been added to the economy in
every month of this year, with over half a million being added
in July 2022, exceeding market expectations. In addition,
industrial production grew by 5% during the first half of 2022,
unprecedented in previous recessions. 6 Moreover, the
new business activity that kick-started in the second half of
2020, has continued apace into 2022, with over 400,000
new business applications every month since June 2020,
compared to around 300,000 prior to the pandemic. 7 This
improvement was fairly universally shared across the U.S.,
with all but 13 states and the District of Columbia experiencing
an increase in the rate of entrepreneurship during 2021, when
compared to rates before the pandemic.

Material Resources and Longevity elements, by county
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Counties with the highest
mortality rates also
have the least financial
security, highlighting the
interconnected nature
of prosperity.

U.S. prosperity increased across America in all states in varying
degrees, except in North Dakota; but it remains unequally
distributed within states

The North Eastern states exhibit the highest levels of
prosperity, with Massachusetts having been almost always
the top-performing state over the past decade. Outside the
Northeast, Minnesota (3rd) and Utah (5th) also perform well.
The least prosperous states are located in the South East,
with Mississippi the weakest-performing state in 2022 and
in 6 of the past 11 years, and Arkansas (50th) the weakest in
other years. The distribution of prosperity among counties
also varies significantly across the 17 states. In Nebraska
(11th), for example, all counties share similar levels of
prosperity, as is the case in Oklahoma (44th), whereas in
California (28th), Florida (31st) and other states, there is
much greater variation in county prosperity, reflecting
a microcosm of the U.S. as a whole.
Combining the Index with the Census Bureau’s Urban and
Rural classification, 8 shows that urban areas are generally
more prosperous than rural areas, although this is not
universally the case. In 2022, a third of rural counties had
higher levels of prosperity than the average urban county.
Filmore County, Minnesota, for example, is ‘deeply rural’ with
a population of around 21,000 but it ranks within the top 50
counties across the 17 states due to low crime and strong
social capital. Prosperity characteristics also vary between
urban and rural counties. Urban counties generally exhibit
a stronger economic performance (especially infrastructure)
and social wellbeing such as education and health, whereas
rural counties have lower crime rates and stronger social
networks, as illustrated by Filmore County.
As well as by geography, the socioeconomic differences
that exist across the United States are reflected by race and
ethnicity. Utilizing population demographics provides some
insight on how prosperity and its characteristics interact with
place, although the depth of analysis is limited. Taking the
demographic make-up of a place into account, our analysis
finds that prosperity levels across urban and rural counties
varies considerably. For example, as illustrated by the chart,
Black and White Americans living in urban areas generally
experience considerably higher levels of prosperity than
Black Americans living in rural areas and Black Americans
living in urban areas are more likely to be living in more
prosperous areas than White Americans in rural areas.

Prosperity of urban and rural counties, according
to the demographic profile of each county
60
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Looking over the longer-term, following the financial crisis
in 2008/09, all states apart from North Dakota experienced
higher levels of prosperity in 2022 than in 2012.
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* Each group's score is calculated using a populated weighted approach;
using the county score and the county population for each group.

When we consider the different characteristics of prosperity
and how these interact with population demographics, we
observe a similar picture although there are some notable
exceptions. For example, rural areas have much lower levels
of crime than urban areas, so we see that a Black or White
American living in a rural area, are far more likely to
experience greater safety and security than a White or Black
American living in urban areas. Further detail on urban and
rural differences and between different racial and ethnic
groups is explored in the Local Nature of Prosperity section
on page 26 but, a thorough exploration is required to fully
understand the differences, which is seriously impeded by
the unavailability of the required data.

Urban counties generally
exhibit a stronger economic
performance (especially
infrastructure) and social
wellbeing such as education
and health, whereas rural
counties have lower crime rates
and stronger social networks.
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High and rising gun crime, across all but six states, is impacting
Americans’ individual sense of their security
As evidence by the chart, the U.S. Safety and Security
pillar, which collectively assesses how safe and secure
a place is, has changed little since 2016, although a more
nuanced picture emerges when considering the different
aspects of crime.

Safety and Security and associated elements*
100
90

Identity theft, however, has been rising in recent years and
experienced a significant increase during the pandemic.
One in three Americans have been the victim of identity
theft at some point in their lives, three times higher than in
Germany and France, 9 although it is often targeted at the
most vulnerable in society, particularly children, 10 and the
elderly. 11 In 2020 alone, Americans suffered losses of
$56 billion from identity theft. 12
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The long-term trend in Property Crime is encouraging
and one of improvement across the United States, with
all but seven states improving over the past decade.
Massachusetts has seen the biggest improvement in
property crime since 2012, due to rates of burglary,
motor vehicle theft and larceny falling by 75%, 43% and
50% respectively, resulting in the state ranking fourth for
Property Crime in 2022, up from 20th a decade previously.
Five of the ten most improved counties in the 17-state
Index are located within Mississippi, with Coahoma and
Bolivar counties being among the most improved.

2010

2012

2014

2016

2018

2020

Safety and Security

Mass Killings and Injuries

Violent Crime

Property Crime

2022

Every state has seen an increase in identity theft over the
past decade, although not equally. In Rhode Island, for
example, rates rose substantially from 60 incidences to
nearly 2,900 incidences per 100,000 population over the
past decade, whereas in South Dakota, it rose from 25
incidences to 76 incidences per 100,000 population.

* Interpreting the Index
The 230 indicators in the Index are normalized and then combined into 49 elements. Elements capture a particular aspect
of prosperity (e.g., Property Crime, and Dynamism), and elements are combined into broader themes of prosperity (i.e.,
Safety and Security and Economic Quality). For each element and pillar a score is produced for each state and county – the
higher the score, the better the performance. An increasing score denotes things improving, whereas a decreasing score
means things are deteriorating. Elements have been created as being of special interest to policy makers and others.

Image source: istockphoto.com
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Identity theft

Counties experiencing a death or injury from
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Not only have these types of events become more frequent,
but they have also become more widespread. As illustrated
by the chart, nearly 20% of counties captured in the Index
experienced a mass shooting event in 2021, in which
people were either killed or injured, compared to less
than 10% in 2014.

An estimated 40m guns
were purchased in the
U.S. during 2020 and
2021, over two and
a half times as many
as in 2000 and 2001.
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The availability of guns with which these types of attacks
can be carried out has increased. An estimated 40m 13 guns
were purchased during 2020 and 2021 – the two highest
years on record for gun sales. According to Pew Research
in 2021, 14 nearly half (48%) of Americans saw gun violence
as a very big problem in the country today, although among
Black Americans this rose to 82%. It is contested whether
increasing gun control measures would reduce these types
of incidents, 15 but there is greater consensus on increasing
criminal and mental checks on those purchasing firearms
could be a way of helping prevent them.

Estimated number of guns sold in the
United States
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The improvement in the Property Crime element, however,
has been offset by a deterioration in the Mass Killings and
Injuries element. The number of mass-shooting events and
resulting deaths and injuries have risen every year since
2014. Forty-eight states and D.C. have experienced a mass
shooting since 2014; only Hawaii and North Dakota have
not. Furthermore, all but 16 states have seen at least one
mass shooting every year since 2014.
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44%

of parents with a child
in kindergarten through 12th
grade say they fear for their
oldest child’s personal safety
at school, representing a
21-year high.
The societal impact of these types of events is pervasive,
as the resulting damage reaches far beyond the event itself;
communities must cope with loss and grief and address
deep psychological traumas while trying to rebuild. 16 There
is also a broader ripple effect on wider society. For example,
associated fear levels among parents and their children have
been rising in recent years – 44% of parents with a child in
kindergarten through 12th grade say they fear for their oldest
child’s personal safety at school, representing a 21-year
high. 17 Furthermore, one in five K-12 students reported being
concerned about returning to school in the Fall of 2022
due to safety, which alongside 2018 is double the level
it had been for many years.
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Mental health levels have weakened in all states

Prior to the pandemic, the large number of drug overdose
deaths in America was well documented – labeled ‘deaths
of despair’ by Case and Deaton. 18 Pre-COVID-19, around
70,000 Americans were dying each year from a drug
overdose, but the pandemic marked a big increase.
During 2021, deaths increased by nearly 50% to 107,000,
when compared with 2019, although there is significant
variation in drug overdose death rates across the U.S. In
West Virginia, for example, the drug overdose death rate
is 81.4 per 100,000 population, nearly eight times higher
than in South Dakota, at 10.3 deaths per 100,000 population,
compared to 28.5 for the U.S. as a whole. At a county level,
disparities are even more stark. Harrison County, Kentucky,
has a drug overdose rate of 135 deaths per 100,000,
nearly 20 times that in Cameron County, Texas. An
additional 46,000 Americans committed suicide in 2020,
although suicide rates vary significantly across the U.S., from
50 deaths per 100,000 population in Kay County, Oklahoma,
ten times higher than in Kings County, New York, where
it is 5 deaths per 100,000 population.
The Mental Health element, which includes both drug
overdose deaths and suicides, as well as other measures,
has been weakening over the past six years, with all states
and the District of Colombia declining. Kansas, Nevada, and
Colorado saw the greatest deterioration over the past six
years. In Kansas, suicide rates increased by nearly a third,

and the percentage of the population living with a serious
mental health issue increased from 4.1% to 6.7%, meaning
nearly an additional 80,000 Kansans were living with a
serious mental health issue than did a decade previously.
Consequently, Kansas has fallen from 16th in the state
rankings for mental health to 33rd. All but 13 of the 1,481
counties in the Index have seen a deterioration in mental
health over the past six years, with Denver County, Colorado,
and San Juan County, New Mexico, seeing the biggest
deterioration. Of the ten counties that saw the biggest
decline in mental health, seven are in within Colorado.
Although mental health has weakened, other aspects of
health have improved over the past decade, which should
be celebrated. National rates of smoking have fallen by
nearly a third and excessive alcohol use and pain reliever
misuse for the U.S. as a whole have decreased by 17% and
21% respectively. In addition, the percentage of Americans
regularly visiting the doctor has increased to nearly threequarters from just over two-thirds and immunizations
for HPV and other immunizations have also increased.
Furthermore, nationally, around 13% of adults report having
no healthcare coverage and 11% report not having treatment
due to cost, down from 19% and 16% respectively a decade
previously, but there are considerable differences in these
rates across the country.

Mental Health and other health elements
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A continuing decline in social cohesion and group relationships at
all levels of America’s society risks impeding a common resolve to
addressing the barriers to prosperity
Much has been written about the importance of American
civil and social life and in particular how it has been
fragmenting over the past few decades. In his book, Bowling
Alone: The Collapse and Revival of American Community, 19
Robert Putnam discusses how America’s social capital has
been in decline in America since the 1950’s. The long-term
trends he observes include declining civic participation,
religious participation, volunteering and informal social
networks, which are well backed up by data.
The 2022 Index confirms these longer-term trends of
decline in the more immediate term and reveals that all
but four states and the District of Columbia have seen a
deterioration in the Social Network element since 2012.
A decade ago, two in three Americans reported speaking
frequently with their neighbors, although this now stands
at nearly one in two, although in some states the decline
is more marked. In Connecticut, which saw the biggest
deterioration in Social Networks across all states, three
in four residents spoke frequently a decade ago, now
it is one in two. Even more recently, at the start of the
pandemic, two in three Americans reported not being
friends with their neighbors. 20
This breakdown across society is alarming, as building
prosperity requires all of America to work together –
government, business, communities and individuals. High
levels of trust are foundational to working collaboratively,
so it is a concern that trust in the federal government is at
an all-time low. 21 On a personal level, moreover, only one in
two Americans trust each other, although nearly eight in ten
Americans say that they trust each other ‘far too little’
or ‘too little’. 22 In addition to, and perhaps because of
Americans trusting each other less and connecting with
others less frequently, people don't feel united on a shared

Social Networks measures the strength of, and
opportunities provided by, ties that an individual has
with people in their wider network. These ties are a
vital part of social support, and these networks can
bolster bridging capital when social and community
networks span different groups in society.
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vision and direction for the country. A significant 85%
feel that the country is divided over values, 23 and 88% of
Americans say the U.S. is heading in the wrong direction. 24
These findings are also corroborated by a YouGov poll that
was conducted with More in Common in May-June 2022. 25
These statistics reflect an America that is divided and could
be interpreted as Americans lacking the common resolve
to overcome the challenges that are impeding their greater
prosperity. Research conducted by More in Common,
however, presents a more hopeful picture of America being
able to come together. They found through their research
that nearly two in three Americans, the “Exhausted Majority”
are flexible in their views, believe that finding common
ground is possible, and are fed up with the polarization
plaguing American government and society. 26 This intimates
that 170 million adult Americans are potentially ready to
create a new narrative for America.

Two-thirds of
Americans, the
“Exhausted Majority”,
believe finding
common ground
is possible.

The breakdown in Social Networks, some contend, is
not just a barrier to progress in American society but is
the underlying cause of some of the problems America is
currently grappling with. Case and Deaton, in Deaths of
Despair, argue that American lives have lost their “structure
and significance” through the decline of community, family,
and faith, and as a result, opioids have become “the opium
of the masses”. As people are increasingly disconnected
from family and friends, loneliness can result. A survey
carried out by CIGNA in May 2022, revealed that nearly
six in ten Americans reported feeling lonely, although for
young adults, this rose to eight in ten. 27 While loneliness
is not a new phenomenon, 28 the survey reveals that those
who reported feeling lonely were three times as likely to be
involved in substance abuse, twice as likely to suffer from

+56%
Image source: istockphoto.com

anxiety and three times as likely to suffer from depression.
In other words, being lonely can contribute to poorer
mental health.
In his book, From Strength to Strength, 29 Arthur Brooks
makes the case for “faith, family, friendship and work that
serves” being the key contingent factors which determine
someone’s happiness. Consciously investing in these
areas, he advocates, improves wellbeing. Work that serves
is something that others have identified as an agent for
building social capital. In his book, Habits of the Heart, 30
Robert Bellah argues that “expressive individualism” is
eating away at the cohesiveness of American culture and
that “the sacredness of the individual is not balanced by any
sense of the whole or concerned for the common good.”
He says that re-orienting our view of work as serving others
rather than serving ourselves can reverse this pervasive
expressive individualism. Tim Keller, in his book Every
Good Endeavor, 31 comments, “one of the hopes for our
unravelling society is recovery of the idea that all human
work is not merely a job but a calling”, that serves wider
society. 32 Most Americans work, so re-orienting it from
simply being self-serving to also serving others could help
re-strengthen social capital. This is a present challenge,
however, as post-pandemic more people are working
from home to suit their own personal lifestyles.
There are clear economic benefits to increasing a sense
of belonging. According to a study by the Harvard Business
Review, 33 “High belonging was linked to a whopping 56%

“High belonging was
linked to a whopping
56% increase in job
performance”
increase in job performance, a 50% drop in turnover
risk, and a 75% reduction in sick days.” Other research
corroborates the importance of building relationships to
improve economic outcomes. Recent analysis by Raj Chetty
and team, 34 analyzed interaction data from 70 million
Facebook users with 81 billion friendships. The study found
that connectedness between people from different socioeconomic backgrounds, such as those with low versus
high socioeconomic status is among one of the strongest
predictors of upward income mobility identified to date. In
other words, places that enable more connections between
those from low-income backgrounds with those from
high-income backgrounds have much greater rates of
upward mobility.
Reversing individualism and developing a stronger sense
of belonging will bring clear benefits to American Society,
economically and socially. One new development offers
significant promise for expanding our understanding of
belonging: This fall, 2022, Over Zero and the Center for
Inclusion and Belonging at the American Immigration
Council will release The Belonging Barometer: The State of
Belonging in the United States. Based on a national survey
of over 5,000 Americans, The Belonging Barometer shows
why belonging matters for health, cohesion and democracy;
identifies where U.S. residents stand in terms of their selfreport feelings of belonging; and will provide rich insights
into how we can unlock more cohesive societies.
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Conclusion
As America emerges from a global
pandemic, and deals with its ongoing
impact, and steers its way through
the highest inflation period for over
40 years, a sense of despondency
could easily prevail over U.S. society.
As it looks to its future, however, America can draw
inspiration and courage from how it has overcome
significant challenges in the past. The long-term rise in
U.S. prosperity post-financial crisis is testament to that fact
and provides a strong foundation for the nation to prosper
well in the future. The U.S. business environment actively
supports startups, promotes competition and expansion,
and innovation and ideation are ingrained into American
society, evidenced by the substantial number of monthly
business start-ups already being experienced across
many states.
The Index reveals some significant challenges to overcome,
and disparities to address, some of which requires more
granular and readily available data. Deteriorating mental
health and rising gun crime are particular challenges faced
by nearly every state and many counties. These shared
challenges, and those uniquely experienced by every state
and county as revealed by the findings of the Index, need
to be comprehensively understood to identify the best
pathway from poverty to prosperity for their residents.
These pathways to prosperity, however, can really only be
created collaboratively, so the long-term fraying of America’s
social fabric in itself acts as a barrier to progress. Identifying
and overcoming the barriers to greater prosperity is best
achieved when all parts of American society – government,
business leaders, philanthropists, community organizations
and individuals, play their part and work collaboratively in
developing and implementing solutions.
The American Dream Prosperity Index stands ready for
use by state and county leaders and others to ensure a
data-driven and insight approach, which will strengthen
institutions, create more open economies, and improve
the lived experience of U.S. citizens, resulting in greater
prosperity that will benefit all Americans.
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As it looks to its future, America
can draw inspiration and courage
from how it has overcome
significant challenges in the past.

Image source: unsplash.com
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State-level
findings

Executive summary
Body copy

The American Dream Prosperity Index has been
developed as a practical tool to help identify what
specific actions need to be taken to strengthen
the pathways from poverty to prosperity across
the United States.
The state-level Index assesses the 50 states
and the District of Columbia, on the promotion
of their citizens’ flourishing, reflecting both wealth
and wellbeing. We worked with around 40 U.S.
academic and policy experts (see page 110 for
a full listing) with particular expertise in different
aspects of prosperity in a U.S. context, to develop
an appropriate prosperity taxonomy that identifies
the different characteristics of prosperity for the
United States (see page 72). Having helped create
the taxonomy, the experts also advised us on the
most appropriate datasets to best approximate the
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concepts within each element. The state-level
Index was first published in 2019, then again in
2020 and 2021. Since last year we have made
some minor improvements and modifications
to the Index, including a refresh of the indicators
within the Personal Freedom pillar. Further details
of these changes are available on the website.
This next section provides the high-level insights
from this year’s state-level Index, which includes
a map showing how prosperity is shared across the
U.S. at state level, and the rankings of the 50 states
and D.C. for prosperity and the 11 pillars. Further
detail on the performance of each state, including
a profile providing a comprehensive analysis of
each state, can be found via the website, at:
www.americandreamprosperity.com.

Image source: istockphoto.com
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Mapping state prosperity in 2022

North Dakota (15th) is the only state where prosperity
has not improved since 2012, falling 11 places in
the rankings as a result. In particular, there have
been increases in all forms of property and violent
crime, resulting in North Dakota seeing the biggest
deterioration in the Safety and Security pillar of
any state. Nonetheless, North Dakota remains the
strongest performer on Economic Quality and the
third highest for Infrastructure, having moved up
nine ranking places for this pillar.

Massachusetts (1st) is one of 25 states that has not
fully rebounded from a decline in prosperity in 2021, but
nonetheless it is the top performing state for prosperity in
2022, a position it has held in nine out of the last ten years.
It performs consistently well across the index, ranking in the
top ten in all but three pillars, with a particularly impressive
performance across all the various stages of education.

Nevada (46th) has seen the strongest bounce-back
in prosperity of any state, after declining during 2021.
Rates of new employers and entrepreneurships have
both increased and more than twice the number of
venture capital deals were made in 2022 than in the
previous year, raising nearly 5 times more $ per capita.
As a result of these improvements, Nevada moved up
seven places in the rankings since 2021 for Economic
Quality, to 39th, but more improvement will be necessary
to equal its best ranking of 23rd for this pillar in 2019.

California (28th) is the most populous state,
with a population of over 39 million people. Natural
Environment is a continued strength for California, for
which it ranks 6th. Health has improved over the last
decade leading to it ranking 5th in 2022. It has also seen
improvements in Governance and Economic Quality and
as a result is the 5th most improved state overall since
2012, rising eight places in the prosperity rankings.

Kansas (32nd) has slipped five places in the prosperity
rankings since 2012. Recent elections in the state have not
been administered as effectively as those a decade ago and
while there has been some improvement in the percentage
of representation in the legislature, Kansas has not kept pace
with the national improvement (27% to 30% compared with 24%
to 32% nationally). Furthermore, equal access to justice within
the state has weakened. All of these changes have contributed
to Kansas falling 13 places in the Governance pillar over the
past decade.

Mississippi (51st) is the lowest ranked state
in 2022, a position it has held since 2017. Its
strongest performance is in the Social Capital
and Natural Environment pillars, for which it
ranks 38th and 37th respectively. However, one in
five (19%) people are in poverty and 29% are on
low income, compared to national averages of
12% and 20% respectively. Some improvements
are notable. For example, the quality of
pre-school education has increased dramatically,
as has mental health care access for children.

American Dream Prosperity Index rank:
1–10

20

11–20

21–30

31–40

41–51

Florida (31st) is the most improved state since 2012, rising seven
places in the rankings, with significant improvements in the Economic
Quality and Education pillars. Youth unemployment, for example, has
more than halved from 18% to 8%. The average Math score attained
at Grade 4, has increased from 240 to 246, whereas nationally
they have remained at 240. There is further room for improvement,
however. Florida ranks 47th on Social Capital, due to weak Social
Networks and low Civic and Social Participation.
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Even for states with higher
levels of prosperity there
are areas of potential
growth. E.g., Massachusetts,
the top performing state,
has a particularly high drug
overdose rate. In addition,
over 25% of roads and
nearly 10% of bridges
are of poor quality.

Image source: istockphoto.com
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Governance

Business
Environment

Infrastructure

Living
Conditions

Health

Education

Natural
Environment

1

2

1

Massachusetts

6

3

4

17

4

11

27

4

2

1

10

2

1

2

Connecticut

7

5

1

27

9

4

32

6

3

4

1

3

3

3

Minnesota

16

18

10

2

8

19

10

2

4

5
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State

Economic
Quality

2022
Rank

Social
Capital

2021
Rank

Safety and
Security

2012
Rank

Personal
Freedom

The American Dream Prosperity Index,
rankings

5

4

4

New Hampshire

2

2

43

8

13

21

23

1

8

6

5

8

6

5

Utah

14

10

21

1

11

28

3

9

18

12

15

6

5

6

Vermont

3

6

16

3

27

43

40

12

13

2

3

12

8

7

New Jersey

4

24

22

35

19

2

37

3

7

3

14

9

7

8

Wisconsin

13

8

7

6

7

31

14

24

17

11

26

14

10

9

Washington

28

30

2

19

14

30

5

16

12

10

11

7

13

10

Colorado

41

28

8

11

1

34

15

19

14

7

9

13

15

11

Nebraska

17

20

14

5

20

27

8

14

9

15

46
39

11

11

12

Iowa

15

4

6

12

37

15

11

11

15

13

10

14

13

New York

11

13

32

44

5

9

34

13

6

33

2

21

12

14

District of Columbia

51

51

3

23

2

1

16

33

26

9

18
43

4

9

15

North Dakota

20

11

34

7

42

3

1

15

22

32

15

16

16

Maryland

27

33

9

30

24

6

41

5

16

16

16

16

17

17

Virginia

9

9

30

31

22

36

24

7

21

8

29

18

20

18

Maine

17

18

19

Delaware

1

7

28

9

33

50

36

20

23

17

8

32

39

26

28

25

5

6

8

32

30

34

23

23

20

Rhode Island

8

1

29

25

45

16

49

10

10

25

7

22

22

21

Oregon

19

38

12

21

43

20

7

36

19

23

20
30

26

19

22

Idaho

5

12

36

14

21

40

28

21

24

37

20

21

23

Pennsylvania

23

42

41

24

3

8

45

18

25

14

33

28

25

24

Illinois

34

17

23

33

6

10

48

17

20

19

40
23

19

24

25

South Dakota

24

21

47

4

29

33

21

34

11

36

29

28

26

North Carolina

36

26

24

37

15

18

18

25

30

22

21

25

26

27

Wyoming

10

15

42

15

32

39

4

30

36

21

35

36

27

28

California

35

47

15

46

38

29

12

31

5

41

6

35

29

29

Michigan

30

25

13

26

28

38

42

23

34

26

24

24

35

30

Hawaii

12

23

5

18

51

35

51

22

1

28

22

38

31

31

Florida

29

37

33

47

31

7

22

35

28

31

17

27

30

32

Kansas

26

19

46

16

12

23

26

32

29

18

41

37

32

33

Indiana

22

16

27

22

26

14

20

26

42

29

51

31

33

34

Ohio

31

49

11

34

18

12

33

27

40

20

50

30

34

35

Montana

25

40

17

10

34

44

31

42

27

27

31

39

36

36

Georgia

33

46

35

42

17

22

9

28

38

35

28

34

38

37

Missouri

45

50

40

20

10

24

35

29

39

24

36

33

37

38

Texas

39

41

48

41

16

25

2

40

35

42

32

40

39

39

Tennessee

43

32

18

43

23

26

19

43

44

34

27

41

41

40

Arizona

37

31

25

49

39

41

29

39

31

43

12

32

40

41

Alaska

46

34

19

13

48

51

13

44

33

44

13

42

42

42

South Carolina

44

22

51

29

41

17

30

37

43

40

38
42

46

43

43

Kentucky

21

27

37

40

35

32

47

41

47

38

44

44

44

Oklahoma

42

29

31

45

30

48

25

47

48

39

47

48

45

45

Alabama

38

45

49

36

36

13

43

38

45

47

45

45

47

46

Nevada

48

35

38

51

46

37

39

45

41

48

4

49

46

47

New Mexico

49

36

20

50

40

49

38

50

37

50

25

43

48

48

West Virginia

18

14

39

32

47

46

44

48

51

49

44

47

49

49

Louisiana

50

48

44

48

44

42

17

49

46

51

49

51

50

50

Arkansas

47

43

45

39

50

47

46

46

50

45

48

50

51

51

Mississippi

40

44

50

38

49

45

50

51

49

46

37
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County-level
findings

Executive summary
Body copy

The county-level Index, first introduced in 2020,
enables a more localized understanding of how
each county performs on prosperity and its
underlying characteristics. The county Index has
been constructed using the same approach and
indicators as the state Index, where possible, so
that they can be used hand-in-hand to identify
areas for intervention.
The Index captures the performance of 1,417
counties across 16 states: California, Colorado,
Florida, Georgia, Iowa, Kentucky, Michigan,
Minnesota, Mississippi, Montana, Nebraska, New
Mexico, New York, Oklahoma, Texas and Wyoming,
together with the 64 parishes of Louisiana.
Collectively, these 1,481 counties and parishes
account for just over over 50% of America’s
population. For ease of reference, throughout
this report and elsewhere, ‘1,481 counties’, and
‘county-Index’ refers to the 1,417 counties and
64 parishes. In the coming years, our ambition
is to expand the Index to cover all counties within
the United States, enabling a more detailed
understanding of prosperity at the local level,
for many more places.
This next section includes a two-page analytical
assessment for each state, showing how the
counties within that state perform. For each state,
a map of prosperity shows the relative positioning
of the state’s counties in the county-level Index (i.e.,
against all 1,481 counties), grouped into quintiles,
with a short commentary on the performance of
certain counties within each state. The relative
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performance of the counties in each state is
determined by assessing whether the county is
in the top (1st), 2nd, 3rd, 4th, or bottom (5th) quintile.
The first chart after the map shows the five most
improved and five least improved counties since
2012, together with the current ranking within
the state and how the ranking has changed over
the past decade. The next chart shows how all
of all the counties in the state (calculated using a
population-weighted average) have changed since
2012, compared with the population-weighted
performance of all 1,481 counties in the Index.
The first chart on the second page assesses the
performance of the state’s counties, across all 10
pillars, naming the strongest and weakest counties,
relative to the strongest and weakest county of
all 1,481 counties in the Index. Counties with a
positive score have a stronger performance than
the U.S. average and those with a negative score
have a weaker performance. The second chart
shows how the averages of all counties in each
state have changed over the past decade across
each of the pillars, with bars on the right-hand side
demonstrating an improvement while bars on the left
show a deterioration. Governance is not included in
the analysis, as county-level performance is entirely
based on state-level performance.
A separate, more detailed, report is available for
each of the 17 states within the county-level Index,
together with a comprehensive profile for each of
the 1,417 counties and for the 64 parishes within
Louisiana at www.americandreamprosperity.com.

Image source: shutterstock.com
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The Local Nature of Prosperity
The United States ranks 20th out of 167 nations on prosperity.
While this is a relatively high ranking, the American Dream
Prosperity Index reveals that prosperity varies considerably
across the 50 states and D.C., with Massachusetts exhibiting
the highest level of prosperity and Mississippi the least.
Similarly, the Index reveals that the level of prosperity within
each of the 17 selected states also varies considerably,
between different counties and parishes.
Local variation
Generally speaking, as illustrated by the chart, those states
that exhibit the highest levels of prosperity have more top
performing counties. In Nebraska (11th), for example, nearly
two-thirds of its counties are in the 1st quintile (i.e., rank in
the top 296 out of all 1,481 counties in the Index), and the
remainder are in the 2nd quintile. Iowa (12th) has a very similar
distribution, although the pattern for New York (13th) is quite
different, with three-quarters of counties in the 2nd decile
and 16% in the 1st quintile.
It is perhaps not a surprise, therefore, that those states that
exhibit the weakest levels of prosperity also tend to have
more weaker performing counties. In Louisiana (49th), for
example, only one of its counties is in the 3rd quintile, 6
counties are in the 4th quintile, with the remaining 57 in the 5th
quintile. While the pattern is somewhat similar in Mississippi
(51st), we find that in New Mexico (47th) nearly one in five
counties are in the 3rd decile and Los Alamos County is in
the 1st decile. The performance of Los Alamos seems out of
context with that of the other counties in the state, but nearly
65 percent of the jobs in the county are with the federal

government, on nuclear research. 35 This highlights the
importance of using other local information to bring greater
understanding and insight to the data within the Index.
This broader spread of prosperity is illustrated more strongly
by a number of other states in the Index, that act as microcosms
of the U.S. as a whole, in terms of prosperity levels within
them. Across California (25th), for example, there is much
greater variation in the performance of its counties. Six
counties reside in the 1st quintile and seven counties are in the
5th quintile, and the remaining 45 counties are fairly evenly
spread across the 2nd, 3rd and 4th quintiles. As an illustration
of the close proximity of prosperity variation, Santa Clara,
one of the nine counties in the Bay Area, is the second most
prosperous county in the state and ranks in the top quintile in
the county Index, whereas neighboring Merced County, ranks
43rd in the county rankings in California and lies within the 4th
quintile overall. Other states that exhibit such wide prosperity
levels within them are Florida (31st), Montana (35th), Georgia
(36th), and Texas (38th). Also, in Kentucky (43rd), there are six
counties in the 2nd quintile and over a quarter in the middle
quintile. Most of the weaker counties in Kentucky are in the
Appalachian region in the South Eastern corner.
We also see a wide variation in performance of the
1,481 counties and parishes across the different aspects
of prosperity. As illustrated by the chart, the spread of
performance of each county and parish across the 10
pillars of prosperity relative to the overall U.S. average
varies considerably.

Prosperity distribution of counties within quintiles, selected states (state prosperity ranking)
100%
80%
60%
40%
20%
0%

Nebraska
(11th)

Iowa
(12th)
Strongest states

New York
(13th)

Quintile:
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Urban and rural differences
In addition to assessing the performance of counties within
and across states, the Index also enables exploration of
the performance of different types of counties, utilizing
other datasets – urban and rural for example, using the U.S.
Census Bureau’s classification. 36 This analysis reveals that,
on the whole as evidenced by the chart, urban counties
perform more strongly than rural counties, although this is
not universally the case. In 2022, a third of rural counties had
higher levels of prosperity than the average urban county.
Furthermore, the more rural a county, the less prosperous
it tends to be, although again there are exceptions. Filmore
County, Minnesota, for example, is ‘deeply rural’ with a
population of around 21,000 but it ranks within the top 50
counties across the 17 states due to low crime and strong
social capital, with one in two people in the county report
doing favors for their neighbors, compared to less than one
in three for Minnesota as a whole. Or consider urban Nassau
County, New York, with a population density of over 4,500
people per square mile, which is roughly as prosperous as
rural Mineral County, Colorado, which has fewer than one
person per square mile.
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Strongest counties

Furthermore, the exact nature of prosperity composition
varies across the two area types. Urban counties generally
exhibit a stronger economic performance (especially
infrastructure) and social wellbeing such as education and
health, whereas rural counties have lower crime rates and
stronger social networks.

Prosperity of urban and rural counties
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Reasons for disparities in prosperity at the local level are
not entirely explained by location, although geographical
features (e.g., mountains) can present physical challenges
to greater prosperity (e.g., fast reliable Internet). To help
ensure the most effective solutions are developed, these
disparities need to be properly understood, for example,
by understanding the experiences of different groups in
society. Consider education, where we see considerable
differences in outcomes across the main ethnic groups.
For example, while 94% of the White American labor
force and 94% of the Black American labor force have
at least a high school diploma, this falls to 79% for the
Hispanic or Latino labor force. 37 When considering those
that continue on in education these disparities become
more apparent. Prior to the pandemic, 43% of the White
American labor force had attained at least a bachelor’s
degree, compared to 34% of the Black American labor
force and 24% of Hispanic or Latino labor force. We
see similar disparities in health. Death rates from diabetes
stands at 21.1 deaths per 100.000 population for White
Americans, and contrasts with 46.8 for Black Americans
and 30.9 for Hispanic Americans.38 Policies that seek
to improve outcomes for the most disadvantaged
Americans should be mindful of these differences and
their underlying causes. Understanding how these
national patterns are experienced at a local level is
therefore important. Consider the variation in the death
rate from diabetes for Black Americans, from 26.9
deaths per 100,000 population in Connecticut to
64.4 in West Virginia. 39
By utilizing population estimates from the Center for
Disease Control and Prevention by ethnic group, and
combining it with the score across different aspects
of prosperity, in each of the 1,481 counties across the
17 selected states, a fairly basic assessment of how
prosperity and its characteristics vary depending on
the ethnic diversity of urban and rural counties can
be produced.
For example, we can look at the experience of White
and Black Americans in urban and rural counties.
As illustrated by the chart, Black Americans in urban
areas and White Americans in urban and rural areas,
experienced far similar levels of prosperity than Black
Americans living in rural areas. In other words, Black
Americans in rural areas are far more likely to live in
counties that experience lower levels of prosperity.
We see this pattern across many different aspects of
prosperity, although it is not universally the case. For
example, Black and White Americans living in rural areas
experience higher levels of safety and security than Black
and White Americans living in urban areas. Moreover,
Black Americans living in urban areas experience better
infrastructure than the other three groups analyzed.
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Prosperity of urban and rural counties, according
to the demographic profile of each county
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* Each group's score is calculated using a populated weighted approach;
using the county score and the county population for each group.

Summary
Place matters, but so does the demography of each place.
Developing a clear understanding of the prosperity of each
state and county and the challenges they face, particularly in
relation to ethnicity and racial equity, and the opportunities
that are presented is crucial to developing the most effective
pathways to progress.
The Index enables the strengths and weaknesses of each state
and county to be clearly identified, but to elicit greater insight
and understanding about the challenges faced by particular
groups within communities, more granular data is needed
on their experience across different aspects of prosperity.
Carrying out this data exploratory work is significantly hindered,
however, by the lack of available datasets on these different
groups in society being captured and reported on a consistent
basis across the different dimensions of prosperity.

Image source: shutterstock.com
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Counties of California
Prosperity of California’s counties 2022
Strongest

Weakest

1

San Mateo

54

Lake

2

Santa Clara

55

Kern

3

Marin

56

Siskiyou

4

Placer

57

Modoc

5

Orange

58

Trinity

Trinity (58th) has 39 people per
10,000 population homeless, more
than twice the national average.
Nearly 60% of the homeless in the
county are unsheltered, compared
to around 30% nationwide. This
contributes to Trinity being both
California’s weakest performing
county since 2018 and one of its
least improved counties over the
past decade.

San Mateo (1st) has one of the
healthiest populations among the
counties surveyed which contributes
to its status as the most prosperous
county in California. The percentage
of the population that smoke is
less than two thirds of the national
average (9% v 15%). Also, the obesity
rate in the county is less than 50%
that of the national rate (20% v 32%).

Modoc (57th) is California’s leastimproved county over the past ten
years. High school graduation rates
rose from 80% to 83% over the
decade, while they rose from 75%
to 88% California-wide, resulting in
Modoc slipping from the 4th to the
5th quintile for prosperity.

Colusa (33rd) has seen
significant improvement, rising
from the 4th to the 3rd quintile of
the Index since 2012, partly due
to the percentage of its residents
who have access to broadband
increasing from 34% to 84%.

Los Angeles (20th), home to a
quarter of all Californians, suffers
from a lack of suitable housing:
over 11% of households in the
county are overcrowded, over
three times the national average of
3.5%. After Polk and Linn County in
Iowa, Los Angeles County boasts
the highest number of internet
providers, at 51.

Most and least improved counties within
California (2022 rank), 2012–2022

Positioning of counties within the County Index

1st quintile
(Top 20%)

3rd quintile

4th quintile

5th quintile
(Bottom 20%)

Prosperity of California’s counties
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Most improved
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Counties of Colorado
Prosperity of Colorado’s counties 2022
Strongest

Weakest

1

Broomfield

60

Saguache

2

Douglas

61

Las Animas

3

Elbert

62

Huerfano

4

Ouray

63

Bent

5

Mineral

64

Pueblo

Pueblo (64th) is particularly hampered by high rates of crime; there are 786 incidents of
motor vehicle theft per 100,000 population, more than three times the national average,
which contributes to it being Colorado’s weakest performing county. Furthermore, the
drug overdose death rate has increased threefold, compared to a doubling for the state
as whole (to 43 deaths and 29 deaths per 100,000 population respectively), contributing
to a deterioration in prosperity and it being the least improved county in the state.

Broomfield (1st) has a very highly educated
population – 97% of adults have a high
school diploma and 56% are at least degree
educated, compared to national averages of
89% and 35% respectively. This contributes
to its placement as the 2nd most prosperous
county across the 17 surveyed states, and
the most prosperous county in Colorado.
Denver (22nd) is Colorado’s most populous
county and has enjoys some of the best
communications infrastructure in the state,
with a mean download speed of 141mbps,
55% higher than the state average and 30%
higher than the national average.

Pitkin (7th), home of the ski resort of
Aspen, is a county whose residents
are among the healthiest in the Index.
Three out of four 65-year-olds in
the county are likely to reach their
85th birthday, compared to one in
two nationally, and only 8% of Pitkin
residents report poor physical health,
nearly 5% points lower than the
average for all counties in the Index.

Alamosa (24th) has seen its youth
unemployment rate more than half
over the past decade, from 25% to 12%,
and rates of larceny and burglary are a
quarter and a fifth of what they were a
decade ago, all contributing to it being
Colorado’s most improved county since
2012, moving it from the 2nd to the 1st
quintile of the Index as a result.

Most and least improved counties within
Colorado (2022 rank), 2012–2022
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Counties of Florida
Prosperity of Florida’s counties 2022
Strongest

Weakest

1

St Johns

63

Dixie

2

Seminole

64

Madison

3

Sarasota

65

Hendry

4

Collier

66

Taylor

5

Miami-Dade

67

Putnam

St Johns (1st) has a highly educated population, 95% of whom have
attained at least a high school diploma and 45% of whom have
achieved at least a bachelor’s degree, compared to 89% and 35%
nationally, contributing to it being Florida’s top performing county.

Washington (52nd) was one
of the least improved county
in Florida over the decade.
The percentage of children in
unmarried households has nearly
doubled over the last decade,
from 24% to 47%.

Putnam (67th) has been Florida’s least
prosperous county for the past four years. It
suffers from high rates of property crime, with a
burglary rate of over 700 incidents per 100,000
people, more than double the national average.

Sarasota (3rd) is Florida’s most improved county over the
past decade, due in part to youth unemployment falling
from 20% to 7%, compared to a national decrease from
17% to 11%, which has resulted in it moving from the 3rd to
the 2nd quintile in prosperity.
Broward (6th), home to Fort Lauderdale, is Florida’s second
most populous county. It sees some of the highest rates of
entrepreneurial activity in the country, with 1,261 people per
100,000 population becoming entrepreneurs for the first time
in the last year, twice the state average of 608 per 100,000.

Positioning of counties within the County Index

1st quintile
(Top 20%)

Most and least improved counties within
Florida (2022 rank), 2012–2022

3rd quintile

4th quintile

5th quintile
(Bottom 20%)
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Counties of Georgia
Prosperity of Georgia’s counties 2022
Strongest

Weakest

1

Forsyth

155

2

Fayette

156

Twiggs

3

Oconee

157

Hancock

4

Gwinnett

158

Early

5

Cobb

159

Macon

Lincoln (134th) is Georgia’s
least improved county and has
slipped from the 4th to the 5th
quintile over the last decade.
Electricity outages occur with
50% more frequency and on
average last for 75% longer
than they did a decade ago
(206 minutes compared to 118).

Warren

Forsyth (1st), an outer suburb of Atlanta, has just 8% of its
households on low incomes, compared with a national
average of 20%. Its poverty rate is also low at 5%, less than
half the national rate, helping Forsyth be Georgia’s most
prosperous county.

De Kalb (16th), together with Fulton, represents the city of
Atlanta. Internet access is universal, with 100% of the county’s
population reported as having access to broadband download
speeds of 100mbps and up, while experiencing average
download speeds of 220mbps, over twice the national average.

Macon (159th) is the weakest performing county in Georgia and one of
the 50 weakest counties in the Index. Contributing to this is the lack of
education among its adult population, only 10% of adults are degreeeducated compared to 35% nationally, and 20% of adults report having
poor mental health compared to 14% nationally.

Echols (27th), on the border with Florida, is
Georgia’s most improved county since 2012,
partly as a result of its homelessness rate
falling by 60%. Consequently, it has moved
from the 4th to the 3rd quintile for prosperity.

Most and least improved counties within
Georgia (2022 rank), 2012–2022

Positioning of counties within the County Index
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Counties of Iowa
Prosperity of Iowa’s counties 2022
Strongest

Weakest

1

Dallas

95

Lee

2

Bremer

96

Webster

3

Sioux

97

Pottawattamie

4

Winneshiek

98

Des Moines

5

Story

99

Wapello

Wapello (99th) sees the
volume of toxic water
releases standing at
1,530lbs per square mile,
nearly 15 times the national
average of 105lbs. This has
contributed to Wapello’s
ranking as the weakest
performing county in Iowa.

Webster (96th) has seen a
stagnation in prosperity over the
past decade. While the burglary
rate has decreased, the rate of
larceny has remained persistently
high at around 2,500 incidents per
100,000 population, nearly 80%
higher than the national average.

Polk (44th) is home to the city of
Des Moines, the capital of and
largest city in Iowa. The county
is well served when it comes to
internet availability, with 97% of
the population having access to
ultra-fast internet, nearly 3 times
the national average of 23%.

Dallas (1st) has one of the highest rates of health care
coverage among our 17 surveyed states, with 95% of
the population covered compared to 87% nationwide,
and just over 10% of residents report poor mental
health compared to over 13% nationally, contributing to
it ranking as the strongest performing county in Iowa.

Davis (50th) is the most improved county in Iowa since 2012,
moving from the 2nd to the 1st quintile as a result. The percentage of
low-income residents in the county fell from 31% to 15%, compared
to a national fall from 25% to 20%, and the percentage of residents
without health care coverage has fallen from 22% to 12%.

Positioning of counties within the County Index

1st quintile
(Top 20%)

Most and least improved counties within
Iowa (2022 rank), 2012–2022
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Counties of Kentucky
Prosperity of Kentucky’s counties 2022
Strongest

Weakest

1

Oldham

116

Owsley

2

Campbell

117

Harlan

3

Woodford

118

Bell

4

Boone

119

Breathitt

5

Spencer

120

Clay

Oldham (1st), an affluent suburb
of Louisville, has just 8% of
households on low incomes and
5% in poverty, both of which are
below half the national rate, which
contributes to it being the most
prosperous county in Kentucky.

Owsley (116th) is Kentucky’s 2nd least
populated county and its least improved
county since 2012. Its lack of progress is due
in part to a decrease in the college enrollment
rate, falling from 40% to just over 20%, which
has contributed to it moving from the 4th to the
5th quintile for prosperity.

Jefferson (31st) is the most populous county
in Kentucky and is home to the city of
Louisville. With 100% of its residents having
access to fast Internet, with an average mean
download speed of over 170mbps, almost
60% faster than the national average, it ranks
in the top quintile for Communications.

Edmonson (39th) saw the greatest increase in prosperity
across all counties in Kentucky, rising from the 5th to the
3rd quintile of the Index as a result. This improvement
was partly due to burglary rates falling from 314 to 138
incidences per 100,000 population, and larceny rates
decreasing from nearly 300 to just over 100 incidences
per 100,000 population over the past decade.

Clay (120th) is one of 54 counties in the state that
form part of the Appalachia region and it is the least
prosperous county in Kentucky. The high school
enrollment rate is 86%, 10% points lower than the
national average. In addition, a third of adults in the
county smoke, over twice the national percentage.

Positioning of counties within the County Index

1st quintile
(Top 20%)

Most and least improved counties within
Kentucky (2022 rank), 2012–2022
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Parishes of Louisiana
Prosperity of Louisiana’s parishes 2022
Strongest

Weakest

1

St Tammany

60

West Carroll

2

Lafayette

61

Avoyelles

3

St Charles

62

Madison

4

Livingston

63

East Carroll

5

Ascension

64

Washington

Claiborne (26th) was the most improved parish in Louisiana since 2012.
Youth unemployment decreased from 28.6% to 1.6%, while the state youth
unemployment rate decreased from 18.9% to 9.5%. In addition, the parish
saw a decrease in all rates of property crime and violent crime, with rates
of burglary falling from 777 to 164 incidences per 100,000 population.

St Tammany (1st), bordering
Mississippi, has an average
mean download speed of
138 mbps nearly double
the Louisiana average of
75mbps, contributing to it
being the top performing
parish in the state and is
the only Louisiana parish
in the 3rd quintile of the
county-Index.

Washington (64th), bordering Mississippi, has an
aggravated assaults rate of 636 per 100,000 people,
more than double the national average of 278. It also has
one of the lowest per capita amounts of venture capital of
all counties and parishes in the Index. As a result, it is the
least prosperous parish in Louisiana and ranks last
for prosperity in the 1,481 county Index.

Acadia (50th) was the least
improved parish in Louisiana
over the last decade. Youth
unemployment has remained
stubbornly high, increasing from
19% to 24% over the past decade
and $ per capita amounts of goods
and services exports have fallen
by 20% and 30% respectively.

Orleans (33rd) has some of the highest rates of Violent
Crime across the surveyed parishes, with 384 robberies
and 46 murders per 100,000 people, compared to
national rates of 74 and 7 respectively. Following
Hurricane Katrine in 2005, rates of low income, poverty
and deep poverty have all fallen, but nearly a quarter of
all roads are reported as being in poor condition.

Positioning of parishes within the County Index
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Most and least improved parishes within
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Counties of Michigan
Prosperity of Michigan’s counties 2022
Strongest

Weakest

1

Washtenaw

79

Oscoda

2

Leelanau

80

Calhoun

3

Oakland

81

Luce

4

Clinton

82

Wayne

5

Ottawa

83

Lake

Missauke (54th) was the least improved county in
Michigan from 2012 to 2022. Over the past decade,
the high-school enrollment rate fell from 95% to 91%
and high-school graduation fell from 95% to 90%. In
addition, the college enrollment rate decreased from
25% to 14%, whereas for all counties across the state
as a whole it has remained at around 40%.
Gladwin (63rd) was the
most improved county
in Michigan over the
last decade, moving
from the 4th to the 3rd
quintile as a result. In
particular, its obesity rate
at 28% remained broadly
unchanged, while it rose
from 31% to 35% across
Michigan as a whole.

Lake (83rd) has seen a number of improvements since 2012,
particularly in the Business Environment and Education
pillars, which has resulted in it being the 3rd most improved
county over the past decade. However, a weak economic
performance, including a labor force participation rate of 41%,
compared to a nationwide average of 77%, contributes to it
being the weakest county in Michigan.

Wayne (82nd), home to the city of Detroit, is the most
populous county in Michigan with 1.8m residents. It suffers
from high rates of violent crime, including 720 aggravated
assaults per 100,000 people compared to 306 across
all counties in the state. It is also the least healthy county
in Michigan – 11% of its residents have diabetes and
37% are identified as obese, compared to 9% and 33%
respectively across all Michigan counties.

Washtenaw (1st) residents had the highest levels of
trust with their neighbors of any of the counties in the 17
surveyed states, with 92% reporting that they trust ‘All’ or
‘Most’ of their neighbors, compared to just 56% nationally.
This contributed to Washtenaw’s ranking as the most
prosperous county in Michigan, and its ranking in the
top 100 counties overall.

Most and least improved counties within
Michigan (2022 rank), 2012–2022

Positioning of counties within the County Index

1st quintile
(Top 20%)

3rd quintile

4th quintile

5th quintile
(Bottom 20%)

Prosperity of Michigan’s counties
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Most improved
Mecosta (20 )
th

+22
+27
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+25
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+17
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-
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Counties of Minnesota
Prosperity of Minnesota’s counties 2022
Strongest

Weakest

1

Carver

83

Todd

2

Houston

84

Cass

3

Scott

85

Mahnomen

4

Dodge

86

Aitkin

5

Nicollet

87

Pine

Pine (87th) has particularly weak communications
infrastructure – only 38% of its population has
high-speed Internet access, compared to 94%
across the state, with a mean download speed of
27 Mbps, compared to the state average of 104
Mbps, contributing to Pine being Minnesota’s
least prosperous county.

Carlton (8th) saw its prosperity
stagnate over the past decade,
and is the least improved
county. The percentage of
adults who avoided medical
care due to cost increased
from 9% to 12%, whereas
for the state as a whole it
decreased from 11% to 8%.

Wadena(38th) is the most improved county in
Minnesota over the decade. Its rate of deep
poverty fell by two thirds from 9% to 3% and larceny
rates have decreased from over 1,300 to just over
200 incidences per 100,000 population.

Hennepin (7th), located in
Western Minneapolis, the county
is the most populous county in
Minnesota. Around one in four
residents in the county (24%) are
classified as obese, a third lower
than the national average.

Carver (1st) has a
working-age mortality
rate that is more than
50% below the national
average, at 145 deaths
per 100,000 population,
contributing to the
county’s place as the
most prosperous county
in Minnesota.

Positioning of counties within the County Index

1st quintile
(Top 20%)

Most and least improved counties within
Minnesota (2022 rank), 2012–2022

3rd quintile

4th quintile

5th quintile
(Bottom 20%)

Prosperity of Minnesota’s counties
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Most improved
Jackson (14 )
th

+27
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+30
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+10
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Prosperity score
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Counties of Mississippi
Prosperity of Mississippi’s counties 2022
Strongest

Weakest

1

Madison

78

Sunflower

2

Rankin

79

Panola

3

Lafayette

80

Washington

4

Union

81

Claiborne

5

Pontotoc

82

Leflore

Coahoma (66th) borders Arkansas to the
Northeast and is the most improved county
in Mississippi over the last decade, due
mainly to rates of burglary, larceny and
motor vehicle theft all decreasing.

Madison (1st), to the north
of Jackson, is one of
nine counties in the state
ranking in the 3rd quintile
for prosperity. Over 95% of
residents have access to
fast internet access, with an
average download speed of
127Mbps, contributing to it
being the most prosperous
county in Mississippi.

Leflore (82nd)
is one of three
counties in the
state in the 10
weakest performing
counties in the
17-state county
Index. Less
than one in five
residents have a
degree, compared
to over one in three
nationally, which
contributes to it
being the weakest
performing county
in Mississippi.

Hinds (71st) is the most populous
county in Mississippi and the least
improved county in the state, due
in part to only 30% of residents
reporting doing favors for their
neighbors compared to 43% a
decade ago and 45% of residents
reporting frequently talking to their
neighbors down from 72%.

Harrison (39th) contains the ports of Biloxi and Gulfport. Nearly 50% of children
are enrolled in pre-primary education, up from 37% previously, and there have
also been improvements in test scores at Grade 8 level in Math and English.
Reductions in FDI and venture capital flowing into the county have offset these
improvements which has resulted in the county falling in the rankings.

Positioning of counties within the County Index

1st quintile
(Top 20%)

Most and least improved counties within
Mississippi (2022 rank), 2012–2022
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in Mississippi and overall, by pillar, 2022
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Counties of Montana
Prosperity of Montana’s counties 2022
Strongest

Weakest

1

Daniels

52

Rosebud

2

Gallatin

53

Lincoln

3

Fallon

54

Glacier

4

McCone

55

Roosevelt

5

Powder River

56

Big Horn

Daniels (1st) residents are actively
engaged in the wider community, with
46% of them participating in religious
organizations and 29% participating in
sports and recreation organizations,
25 and 20 percentage-points higher,
respectively, than the national average.
This strong social capital has contributed
to Daniels’ place as Montana’s most
prosperous county.

Wibaux (8th) has a population of around
1,000, making it the 4th least populated
county in Montana. The number of teen
births declined from 20 to 6 per 100,000
15–19 female population. This above
national level improvement for teen
births, which decreased from 34 to 15
over the same period, contributed to
Wibaux being the most improved county
in Montana over the past decade.

Wheatland (45th) saw the least
improvement of all counties in Montana,
due to its prosperity stagnating over the
past 10 years. This was partly due to a
rise in all three measures of poverty. For
example, a third of residents are now
on low income compared to a quarter a
decade ago.

Yellowstone (23rd) is Montana’s most
populous county and is home to the
city of Billings. Almost three-quarters of
resident’s report trusting others in their
neighborhoods and 65% regularly talk
with their neighbors.
Big Horn (56th), which borders with Wyoming to the south,
is Montana’s least prosperous county. Attainment rates for
Math and English language and Arts, at Grades 4 and 8
level, are some of the lowest in the country.

Positioning of counties within the County Index

1st quintile
(Top 20%)

Most and least improved counties within
Montana (2022 rank), 2012–2022
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in Montana and overall, by pillar, 2022
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Counties of Nebraska
Prosperity of Nebraska’s counties 2022
Strongest

Weakest

1

Wayne

89

2

Cuming

90

Gage

3

Sioux

91

Pawnee

4

Pierce

92

Hitchcock

5

Washington

93

Thurston

Thurston (93rd) is to
the south of Sioux city
and borders Iowa. The
community college
graduation rate in county
stands at 10%, compared to
60% for the state as a whole.
These and other issues
contribute to Thurston being
ranked as Nebraska’s least
prosperous county.

Wayne (1st) has a college enrollment
rate of nearly 90%, more than double
that for the state and the U.S. as a
whole, which contributes to it being the
most prosperous county in Nebraska, a
position it has held for over a decade.

Jefferson

Douglas (44th) is home to the city
of Omaha, with over a quarter of
Nebraskans living in the county.
Although it ranks in the 1st quintile
for prosperity, the volume of lead
emissions per square mile is 2.4lbs,
compared to the state average of
0.2lbs, which contributes to the
county ranking in the 5th quintile for
Natural Environment.

Chase (14th) saw the biggest increase
in prosperity of any county in Nebraska
over the past 10 years, moving from the
2nd to the 1st quintile. The proportion of
the county’s children living in unmarried
households fell from one in three in 2014
to one in five in 2022.

Otoe (84th) has experienced a slight reduction in prosperity since
2012, partly due to enrollment rates into early K-12 education falling
below 90% for the first time in over a decade, which has resulted in
Otoe falling from the 1st to the 2nd quintile for prosperity as a result.
Positioning of counties within the County Index

1st quintile
(Top 20%)

Most and least improved counties within
Nebraska (2022 rank), 2012–2022
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Counties of New Mexico
Prosperity of New Mexico’s counties 2022
Strongest

Los Alamos (1st) students attained grades of 4.8
and 9.8 in Math at Grade 4 and Grade 8 level
respectively, compared to the state county averages
of 3.0 and 6.7. Furthermore, only 3% of residents
are without healthcare coverage, compared to an
average of 15% across the 33 counties. Its strong
performance on health and education contribute
to it being New Mexico’s only county in the 1st quintile
for prosperity.

Weakest

1

Los Alamos

29

San Juan

2

Grant

30

Sierra

3

Santa Fe

31

Rio Arriba

4

Harding

32

Socorro

5

Sandoval

33

McKinley

McKinley (33rd) has a high percentage of residents reporting
poor health, with over 20% reporting poor mental health and
over 20% reporting poor physical health, compared to a state
county average of 14% and 15% respectively. Furthermore, less
than 5% of residents have access to fast Internet, compared
to an average of 85% across all 33 counties, which also
contributes to it being the weakest county.
Bernalillo (15th) is the most populous county in New Mexico.
Over the past decade the number of VC deals has doubled
resulting in the per capita amount being invested in the
county increasing from $66 to $161. Bucking the improvement
seen nationally, however, Property Crime in Bernalillo has
deteriorated, with rates of motor vehicle theft increasing
nearly fourfold from 450 to 1,230 incidences per 100,00.
Grant (2nd), bordering Arizona to the Southwest is the most
improved county in New Mexico over the last decade. This
is due in part to smoking rates decreasing in the county from
20% to 15% and those without healthcare coverage reducing
from 24% to 10%.
Socorro (32rd) saw its labor force participation rate decline
from 49% to 47% over the past decade. This contributed to
it being the least improved county since 2012, as did the
increasing frequency of electricity outages in the county,
which doubled, with an average duration of five hours
compared to just over two hours a decade ago.

Positioning of counties within the County Index

1st quintile
(Top 20%)

Most and least improved counties within
New Mexico (2022 rank), 2012–2022

3rd quintile

4th quintile

5th quintile
(Bottom 20%)
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Most improved
+15
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Counties of New York
Prosperity of New York’s counties 2022
Strongest

Weakest

1

Nassau

58

2

Putnam

59

Sullivan

3

Saratoga

60

Montgomery

4

Westchester

61

Chautauqua

5

New York

62

Bronx

Greene (47th) experienced
the greatest increase in
prosperity over the past
10 years. Contributing to
this was the pre-primary
enrollment rate increasing
from 38% to 52%, while
across New York state,
the rate increased from
57% to 59%.

Franklin

Tioga (13th) saw rates of
smoking increase and
people’s satisfaction with
their health deteriorating
over the past decade, which
led to a slight reduction in
prosperity and the county
falling from the 1st to the 2nd
quintile of the Index.

Bronx (62nd) was the
weakest performing
county in New York
state in 2022, partly due
to only 42% of people
trusting their neighbors,
compared to 56% for the
U.S. as a whole.

New York (5th) (Manhattan), is the most densely
populated of all U.S. counties with nearly 30,000
people per km2. One in five residents in the county are
obese, well below one in three nationally, although
8% of residents report having an alcohol-use disorder,
50% more than the national percentage.

Nassau (1st) has a highly educated population,
with 47% of its adults holding at least a bachelor’s
degree, compared to 35% across the country
as whole, helping to place it as New York’s most
prosperous county.
Positioning of counties within the County Index

1st quintile
(Top 20%)

Most and least improved counties within
New York (2022 rank), 2012–2022
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in New York and overall, by pillar, 2022
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Counties of Oklahoma
Prosperity of Oklahoma’s counties 2022
Strongest

Weakest

1

Kingfisher

73

Pittsburg

2

Washington

74

Seminole

3

Woods

75

McIntosh

4

Beaver

76

McCurtain

5

Cleveland

77

Le Flore

Kingfisher (1st) located in central
Oklahoma and a short commute
from downtown Oklahoma City,
is the most prosperous county
in Oklahoma. It has a high value
of service exports, at $2,214
per capita, more than twice
the national amount.

Delaware (15th) is Oklahoma’s most improved
county since 2012. Over the past decade,
homelessness rates decreased from 12
homeless per 10,000 people to 1 homeless per
10,000 people. Rates of rape in the county have
halved over the past decade, whereas for the
state as a whole they have remained broadly
the same.

Washita (57th) moved from the 4th
to the 5th quintile of the Index over
the past decade, partly as a result
of burglary rates in the county
more than tripling, from 147 to 458
incidents per 100,000 people.

Tulsa (13th) Oklahoma’s
most densely populated
county, experiences high
levels of air pollution,
with 1,159lbs per square
mile of toxic air releases,
compared to the
nationwide average of
245lbs. Across the county,
98% of residents have
access to broadband,
10% points higher than
the average for all
counties in the state.

Le Flore (77th) borders Arkansas and currently
ranks as the least prosperous county in Oklahoma.
A third of its residents are on low income and one
in five are in poverty. Twenty-seven percent of
residents have no healthcare cover, compared to an
average of 20% for all counties in the state, which
is concerning given than nearly one in five report
having poor mental health.

Positioning of counties within the County Index

1st quintile
(Top 20%)

Most and least improved counties within
Oklahoma (2022 rank), 2012–2022

+25

Love (29th)

+7

Nowata (36th)

+16

Osage (50th)

+11

Least improved
Noble (48th)

-39

Washita (57th)

-26

Haskell (63 )

-10

Pittsburg (73 )

-11

rd
rd

Le Flore (77th)
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5th quintile
(Bottom 20%)

61

Prosperity score

+33

Cotton (24th)

20

4th quintile

65

Delaware (15 )

10

3rd quintile
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Counties of Texas
Prosperity of Texas’s counties 2022
Strongest

Weakest

Collin (1st) county on the edge of Dallas, has
a highly educated population, with 94% of
adults holding at least a high school diploma
and 53% holding a bachelor’s degree or
higher, 5 and 18 percentage points higher
than the national average, helping to place
Collin as Texas’ strongest performing county.

1

Collin

250 San Jacinto

2

Williamson

251 Trinity

3

Kendall

252 Polk

4

Travis

253 Dawson

5

Rockwall

254 San Augustine

Bailey (120th) is the second most improved county, partly
due to rates of burglary falling from 1,110 to 400 incidences
per 100,000 population, and rates of motor vehicle theft
from 130 to 70 incidences per 100,000 population.

El Paso (87th) bordering Mexico
and New Mexico, ranks in the
3rd quintile for prosperity. It has
some of the highest rates of rape,
aggravated assault and robbery
of all counties in the Index.

San Augustine (254th)
has poor connectivity,
with only 23% of
residents having
broadband access,
compared to 85%
for Texas as a whole.
Average download
speed is also low at
25mbps, four times
lower than the average
for Texas of 103mbps. As
a result, San Augustine is
Texas’ least prosperous
county and has been
since 2017.

Live Oak (236th) saw a deterioration
in its prosperity over the past decade
and was Texas’ most deteriorated
county, falling from the 2nd to the 4th
quintile between 2012 and 2022.
Contributing to this decline was
the increase in the percentage of
residents who smoked, from 15%
to 20%.

Positioning of counties within the County Index

1st quintile
(Top 20%)

Most and least improved counties within
Texas (2022 rank), 2012–2022

3rd quintile

4th quintile

5th quintile
(Bottom 20%)

Prosperity of Texas’s counties
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Most improved
Austin (20 )
th

+66
+98

Bailey (120th)

+108

Kinney (132nd)

+100

Zapata (161st)

+86
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Prosperity score

Childress (30th)

Most deteriorated
Irion (45th)
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County distribution within Texas, with strongest and weakest counties
in Texas and overall, by pillar, 2022
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Counties of Wyoming
Prosperity of Wyoming’s counties 2022
Strongest

Fremont (23rd) has one of highest
percentages of all counties of
residents not being covered
by healthcare, at 24%, virtually
unchanged from a decade
previously (26%). Furthermore, only
one in two residents in the county
rate hospitals as satisfactory.

Weakest

1

Teton

19

Laramie

2

Albany

20

Carbon

3

Washakie

21

Uinta

4

Park

22

Sweetwater

5

Lincoln

23

Fremont

Campbell (18th) has seen an increase in the
number of venture capital investment deals since
2012, resulting in the per capita amount being
invested increasing from $6 to $141. Offsetting
this improvement, rates of violent crime have
increased. For example, rates of aggravated
assault increased nearly five-fold, from 77 to 364
incidences per 100,000 population.

Teton (1st) has excellent Communications, with nearly
three-quarters of residents having ultra-fast Internet
access. In addition, the frequency and duration of
electricity outages has fallen considerably. The county
also boasts and excellent performance on Health and
Education, which also contributes to it being located in
the top 100 counties in the Index.

Converse (6th) has seen above average
improvements in Math and English, Language and
Arts at both Grade 4 and 8 level. In addition, the
frequency of electricity outages has reduced from an
average of 1.7 to 1.1 per year, and the average duration
reducing from 178 to 112 minutes. These and other
improvements have resulted in Converse moving from
the 2nd to the 1st quintile.

Laramie (19th) bordering Nebraska to the east
and Colorado to the south, has seen the least
improvement in prosperity over the past decade.
Bucking the national trend rates of burglary and motor
vehicle theft increasing and rates of larceny remaining
broadly unchanged. In addition, the unsheltered
homelessness rate has increased from 11% to 20%.

Positioning of counties within the County Index

1st quintile
(Top 20%)

Most and least improved counties within
Wyoming (2022 rank), 2012–2022

3rd quintile

4th quintile

5th quintile
(Bottom 20%)

Prosperity of Wyoming’s counties
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Most improved
Park (4 )
th

+2
+8

Sheridan (8th)

+2

Weston (11th)

+9

Carbon (20th)

+1
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Prosperity score
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Least improved
Washakie (3rd)

-
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-5
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-7
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How to use the
American Dream
Prosperity Index
The American Dream Prosperity Index has been
developed as a practical tool to help identify what
specific action needs to be taken to contribute
to strengthening the pathways from poverty to
prosperity across the 50 states and Washington
D.C., and the 1,481 counties across the 17
selected states.
The Index consists of 11 pillars of prosperity,
built upon 49 actionable areas (elements), and is
underpinned by over 200 indicators. The Index
has been designed to benefit a wide range of users,
including state and county leaders, policymakers,
investors, business leaders, philanthropists, journalists,
researchers and U.S. citizens. In particular:
• State and county leaders can use it to help
inform priorities for a policy agenda for their area;
• Policymakers can use it to determine
specific areas that require action to help
increase prosperity;
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• Investors can use it to inform capital allocation;
• Business leaders can use it to identify and
communicate the changes that need to be
made to improve the business climate and the
productive capacity of states and counties;
• Philanthropists can use it to identify the areas
where they can have the greatest impact beyond
the well-trodden paths;
• Journalists and U.S. citizens can use it to hold
their state and local governments to account;
• Researchers can use it to complement other
datasets to analyze the underlying patterns
behind economic and social issues, and
inform the broader policy, business, and
philanthropic community.

Image source: shutterstock.com
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Using the American Dream
Prosperity Index
Interpreting the indexes

• Identifying the binding constraints to increased prosperity;

For every U.S. state and Washington D.C., the Index uses
the same indicators, and combines them in the same way to
create elements and pillars, domains and overall prosperity.
Similarly, for the 1,481 counties in the 17 selected states, a
consistent set of indicators have been used and combined
in the same way to mirror the state-level approach to ensure
the state-level and county-level Indexes complement each
other and provide a deeper richness of how prosperity is
distributed across each state.

• Informing priorities for setting state and county agendas,
for example as part of the budget planning process.

By using the Index at a state-and county-level, it is possible
to compare the relative performance of each state or county
for overall prosperity and for each of the 11 pillars of prosperity,
such as Health, Education, and Social Capital and the
49 elements within the pillars. The elements have been
established to represent key policy areas, such as early
K-12 (primary) education, government integrity, and mental
health, to help facilitate more targeted action at the
appropriate level.
Making these comparisons will enable the user to explore
which aspects of prosperity are more or less well-developed
within a state or county, and how these compare with other
states and counties. The higher the ranking, the stronger the
performance of that state or county for the pillar or element,
when compared with another lower down the rankings.
Further to this, the index provides data over a 10- year
period, making it possible to see whether prosperity, and its
underpinning elements, has been improving or deteriorating
over time, and what specifically is driving that change.
This will enable areas of strength in a state or a county to
be built on and areas of weakness to be understood and
addressed. The county-level Index enables the performance
within a state to be more clearly understood, and it enables
comparison with counties in other states, creating an
environment in which good practice can be identified
and shared across state boundaries.
Applying the indexes
The data in the state-and county-level Indexes and analysis
contained in the report can be used for a variety of purposes,
for example:
• Benchmarking performance against peers;
• In-depth analysis of prosperity at the state or
county level;
• Understanding whether prosperity is improving or
weakening over time, and what is driving this;
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• Over time, tracking the impact of interventions and
initiatives at the local level, to help assess whether
it achieved its desired effect.
Where a state or county shows a strong or weak
performance in a pillar, it is possible to drill down and
identify what particular policy-related element is driving
this trend. This will help inform the required policy action
to strengthen performance.
For example, it may be discovered that a state or county’s
poor prosperity rankings are driven by a weak performance
in education. Upon further investigation, the Index reveals
that, although current education policy in the state is weaker
in K-12 education, it has been focused on improving tertiary
education when contrasted with comparator states. In
particular, further investigation of the Index reveals that low
graduation rates may be driving the weak performance in
K-12 education. This information can help to target specific
areas that need improvement and provide a starting point
for what can be done to improve education, and thereby
increase prosperity.
By using the historical data provided by the Index for
the example above, it may become apparent that K-12
graduation rates have declined rapidly over the past three
years. Discussion with local education officials on the
decline may reveal that this coincides with the conclusion
of a learning difficulties support program, pointing to the
particular area where action is needed.
Resources available
There are several tools available to aid analysis and
interpretation of the American Dream Prosperity Index.
Alongside this report, which provides a high-level analysis
of the findings from states and counties, additional
information is available via our website at
www.americandreamprosperity.com.
State-and county-level profiles. This 15-page profile,
for each of the 50 states and Washington D.C. and the
1,481 counties, provides more detailed pillar, element and
indicator information, including rankings and scores, and
how these change over time.
Indicator scores. This Excel spreadsheet contains the
scores for all of the indicators for each year since 2010 at
the state or county level. Using these scores, the user can
carry out more in-depth analysis. Further information on how

the scores for each indicator are calculated can be found
in the Methodology section (see page 105).
Using the index
Political leaders
This report provides federal, state and local governments
with the ability to explore the performance of the states
and counties across 11 pillars of prosperity. The Index and
the data on which it is built provide a foundation on which
more effective interventions and policies can be designed.
It provides an unparalleled overview of how these units
have been performing over time and relative to one another.
Policymakers
The Index and its accompanying resources allow
policymakers to benchmark the performance of each
state and county against other states and counties across
11 pillars and 49 elements of prosperity, to create a more
granular perspective of performance and identify what is
holding back their development.
Each of the 49 elements has been designed to be a
recognizable, discrete area of domestic policy, each of
which is measured using a combination of indicators from
a variety of public data sources. The indicators should be
interpreted as a set of proxies for the underlying policy
concept, and we would encourage policymakers to interpret
their score and rank for an element as the trigger for more
fundamental analysis of the strengths and weaknesses
of its performance.
In addition to helping focus analysis, these materials
allow policy-makers to develop diagnostic tools and
identify potential options to consider, based on the
performance of other states and counties.
Philanthropists
The Index identifies areas where philanthropists might
want to contribute to drive levels of prosperity in the U.S.
This might involve using the Index to identify areas where
civil society can make a meaningful difference to people’s
lives, such as by contributing to the strengthening of social

capital in particular local areas where it is fraying, or working
in partnership with local governments to try and boost the
quality of local investment environments for small businesses
and entrepreneurs.
Investors and business leaders
The business community is well positioned to identify
barriers to starting, operating, and growing a business, and
to demonstrate to local, state and federal governments the
economic potential from reforms such as lifting onerous
regulation and reducing other barriers to help improve the
investment environment. Furthermore, business leaders
and investors can contribute to infrastructure policy
development by demonstrating the economic impact
of investment in communications, transport, and energy
projects, which can lead to increased prosperity.
Academics and researchers
For academics and researchers, our database of curated
indicators is a unique resource, enabling comparison of
trends and patterns across the past 10 years for much of the
data. By providing a holistic dataset across many disciplines,
it provides an opportunity to compare in a straightforward
way the impact of disparate factors, such as how living
conditions are related to education levels, or how levels
of social tolerance are related to social networks.
Journalists and civil society
The American Dream Prosperity Index is based on publicly
available and verifiable data, which means it can be a
powerful resource for those who want to hold up a mirror
to those in power and society at large. Holding federal,
state and local leaders to account is a crucial role for both
journalists and civil society. The institutional, economic
and social performance of a state or county is critical to
its prosperity, and that of the U.S. as a whole, and having
non-government actors identifying weaknesses and
celebrating successes can help spur on state and county
leaders. To do so well requires easy access to reliable
data that can be represented in a digestible way.

Image source: shutterstock.com
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The Pathway to transformation
Transformation is a process, not an event, which can take time. Intermediate benchmarks are most helpful and
effective, and the most obvious challenges facing a state or county should be considered in the first instance.
Understanding the specifics of each states and county’s circumstances will be critical to determining the sequencing
and prioritization. The Index provides a set of hypotheses to test. The issues of highest priority will likely be the
elements that are performing relatively poorly, but are not necessarily the weakest performing elements, as creating
the conditions to warrant improving the weakest performing elements may require improving some of the elements
that are less weak first.
It is important to identify the most binding constraint to progress and use it to inform the sequencing and prioritization.
To give a simplified example, a state may find itself performing poorly when it comes to its Financing Ecosystem and
low levels of Dynamism. In such a situation, seeking to increase investment is unlikely to have much of an impact, as
investors will be more attracted to investing in an area where there are already a large number of startups and new
entrepreneurs. In such a circumstance, creating an environment that attracts new businesses and startups might make
for a more impactful first step, to which investment can then follow.
As every single state or county can improve both the economic and social wellbeing of its residents, clear
opportunities therefore exist for states and counties to learn from each other. The Index identifies these opportunities
for improvement and where other states and counties have been successful in addressing the same challenges. This
can guide supplementary research to inform the ways in which successful strategies from one state or county might
be adapted to address weaknesses in another.
Emerging user case studies
This is the fourth year of producing the U.S. Index and there are a number of user-case stories where the Index is being
used to inform different parts of U.S. society.
The state-level Index has been used to support legislative changes that will reduce the high prevalence of occupational
licensing within a state, by adopting Universal Recognition, reducing the need for retraining for a number of occupations,
which makes it easier to attract workers from out of state. The Index has also been used to press the case for relaxing
excessive controls that restricts new healthcare providers from entering a state, leading to high healthcare costs.
The Index is also gaining considerable traction within the health community. The health pillar, containing 33 indicators,
provides a comprehensive assessment of the overall health of each state and county. The Index also captures the
social determinants of health – for example, those within the Living Conditions and the Natural Environment pillars –
which impact health outcomes. To this end, the county-level Index is being used by Montana State University as part of
its work in conducting the Community Needs Assessments of rural hospitals within the state. These assessments take
into account the ‘up-stream’ services that contribute to health outcomes, many of which services are contained within
the Index, providing a rich source of information for these assessments.
Community foundations are also using the county-Index across multiple states to help identify the particular
weaknesses within their state to inform the areas that they wish to give attention to. Finally, it is also being used
to help assess the merits of grant applications made to foundations as part of its application assessment criteria.
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Pillar
profiles

Executive summary
Body copy

Prosperity is a multidimensional concept which
the American Dream Prosperity Index seeks to
measure, explore, and understand as fully as
possible. The framework of the Index captures
prosperity through three equally-weighted
domains which are the essential foundations of
prosperity — Inclusive Societies, Open Economies,
and Empowered People. These domains are made
up of 11 pillars, which are themselves underpinned
by 49 constituent elements. These are the
building blocks which are crucial for achieving
true prosperity for all Americans.
Inclusive Societies
The Inclusive Societies domain captures the
relationship structures that exist between
individuals and between individuals and broader
institutions, and the degree to which they either
enable or obstruct societal cohesion and collective
development. These social and legal institutions are
essential in protecting the fundamental freedoms
of individuals, and their ability to flourish. This
domain consists of the Safety and Security, Personal
Freedom, Governance, and Social Capital pillars, and it
comprises 83 indicators captured within 15 elements.
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Open Economies
The Open Economies domain captures the extent
to which an economy is open to competition,
encourages innovation and investment, promotes
business and trade, and facilitates growth with
high levels of employment. For a society to be truly
prosperous, it requires an economy that embodies
these ideals. This domain consists of the Business
Environment, Infrastructure, and Economic Quality
pillars, and it comprises 54 indicators captured
within 12 elements.
Empowered People
The Empowered People domain captures the quality
of people’s lived experience and the associated
aspects that enable individuals to reach their full
potential through autonomy and self-determination. This domain consists of the Living Conditions,
Health, Education and Natural Environment pillars,
and it comprises 93 indicators across 22 elements.
An infographic that sets out the taxonomy of the
2022 American Dream Prosperity Index, and the
linking of the 3 domains, 11 pillars and 49 elements
is illustrated on the next page. The pages that follow
examine in more detail each of these domains, pillars
and elements, and the indicators underpinning
this structure.

Image source: shutterstock.com
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The building blocks of U.S. prosperity
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Defining Inclusive Societies
Inclusive Societies are an essential requirement for
prosperity, where social and legal institutions protect the
fundamental freedoms of individuals and their ability to
flourish. This domain explores the relationship structures
that exist within a society, and the degree to which they
either enable or obstruct societal cohesion and collective
development. Areas within this domain range from the
relationship of citizen and state, to the degree to which
violence permeates societal norms, to the interaction
of freedoms of different groups and individuals, to the
way in which individuals interact with one another, their
communities and institutions. These issues have been
both a practical consideration for the majority of modern
human experience, and a subject of academic study. 40,41,42
We examine the fundamental aspects of inclusive societies
across four pillars, each with component elements.

Social Tolerance experienced in a society. Societies
that foster strong civil rights and freedoms have been
shown to enjoy increased levels of satisfaction among their
citizens. 43 Furthermore, a state benefits from higher levels
of national income when its citizens’ personal liberties are
protected and when it is welcoming of the diversity that
stimulates innovation. 44
Governance measures the extent to which there are checks
and restraints on power, and whether governments operate
effectively and without corruption. The nature of a state’s
governance has a material impact on its prosperity. The rule
of law, strong institutions and regulatory quality contribute
significantly to economic growth, as do competent
governments that enact policy efficiently and design
regulations that deliver policy objectives without being
overly burdensome.

Safety and Security measures the degree to which
individuals and communities are free from terrorism,
including mass killings, violent crime, and property crime.
The lives of individuals, their freedoms, and the security of
their property are at risk in a society where these activities
are present, through both their current prevalence and longlasting effects. In short, a community or society can prosper
only in an environment of security and safety for its citizens.
Personal Freedom measures basic legal rights (Agency),
individual liberties (Freedom of Assembly and Association,
Freedom of Speech and Access to Information), the
Absence of Legal Discrimination and the degree of

Social Capital measures Personal and Family Relationships,
wider Social Networks and the cohesion a society
experiences when there is high institutional trust and
people respect and engage with one another (Civic and
Social Participation), both of which have a direct effect on
prosperity. A person’s wellbeing is best provided for in
a society where people trust one another and have the
support of their friends and family. Societies with lower
levels of trust tend to experience lower levels of economic
growth. The word “capital” in “social capital” highlights the
contribution of social networks as an asset that produces
economic returns and improves wellbeing.

Inclusive Societies 2022
Strongest

Weakest

Vermont

1

42

Georgia

Connecticut

2

43

Missouri

Massachusetts

3

44

New Mexico

Maine

4

45

South Carolina

Utah

5

46

Alabama

Minnesota

6

47

Texas

Wisconsin

7

48

Mississippi

Iowa

8

49

Arkansas

New Hampshire

9

50

Nevada

51

Louisiana

Nebraska

10

Rank
1–10
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11–20

21–30

31–40

41–51

Image source: shutterstock.com
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Safety and Security

Pillar score
score
Pillar

Safety and Security is an integral component of prosperity.
Citizens’ wellbeing is dependent on having personal safety,
where their person and property are free from violence
and theft. A secure and stable environment is necessary
for attracting investment and sustaining economic growth.
In short, a society can prosper only in an environment of
security and safety for its citizens.
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60

U.S.Safety
Safety
and
Security
U.S.
and
Security

55
50
45
40

2012
2011

2014
2013

2016
2015

2018
2017

2020
2019

2022
2021

Safety and Security 2022
Strongest

Weakest

Maine

1

42

Oklahoma

New Hampshire

2

43

Tennessee

Vermont

3

44

South Carolina

New Jersey

4

45

Missouri

Idaho

5

46

Alaska

Massachusetts

6

47

Arkansas

Connecticut

7

48

Nevada

Rhode Island

8

49

New Mexico

Virginia

9

50

Louisiana

51

District of
Columbia

Wyoming

10

Rank
1–10

11–20

21–30

31–40

41–51

Safety and Security: Most improved states (2022 rank), 2012–2022
Maine (1st)

+3

New Hampshire (2 )
nd

-

Vermont (3 )

-2

New Jersey (4 )

+9

Massachusetts (6 )

+17

Connecticut (7th)

+8

Rhode Island (8 )

+8

rd

th

th

th

Florida (29 )

+14

Michigan (30 )

+14

Delaware (32nd)

+15

th
th
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Massachusetts has seen
the biggest improvement
in Safety and Security
since 2012, due to rates
of burglary, car theft and
larceny all falling.
Image source: istockphoto.com

ELEMENT (WEIGHT %)

STATE INDICATORS

COUNTY INDICATORS

Mass Killings and Injuries (15%)
measures the deliberate and targeted
harm inflicted by nonstate actors on a
nation’s population, taking into account
the number of incidents, injuries and
deaths that result.

•
•
•
•
•

Mass shooting deaths (GVA)
Mass shooting injuries (GVA)
Terrorism deaths (GTD)
Terrorism injuries (GTD)
Terrorism events (GTD)

•
•
•
•
•

Mass shooting deaths (GVA)
Mass shooting injuries (GVA)
Terrorism deaths (GTD)
Terrorism injuries (GTD)
Terrorism events (GTD)

Violent Crime (50%) assesses the level
of violent crime.

•
•
•
•

Murder (FBI)
Rape (FBI)
Aggravated assaults (FBI)
Robbery (FBI)

•
•
•
•

Murder (NACJD)
Rape (NACJD)
Aggravated assaults (NACJD)
Robbery (NACJD)

Property Crime (35%) captures the level
of property crime, such as burglary.

•
•
•
•

Burglary (FBI)
Motor vehicle theft (FBI)
Larceny theft (FBI)
Identity theft (FTC)

•
•
•
•

Burglary (NACJD)
Motor vehicle theft (NACJD)
Larceny theft (NACJD)
Identity theft (FTC)

Safety and Security: Element change, 2012–2022
+35
+30
+25
Score change

+20
+15
+10
+5
0
-5
-10
-15

Mass Killings
and Injuries

Violent Crime

Property Crime
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Personal Freedom

Pillar score
score
Pillar

Personal Freedom captures the extent to which a society
is free to determine the course of their lives without undue
restrictions. This includes freedom from coercion and
restrictions on movement, speech and assembly. Central
to this is the level of agency an individual experiences, their
freedom from discrimination, and how tolerant society is.
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60

U.S.Safety
Personal
Freedom
U.S.
and Security

55
50
45
40

2012
2011

2014
2013

2016
2015

2018
2017

2020
2019

2022
2021

Personal Freedom 2022
Strongest

Weakest

Rhode Island

1

42

Pennsylvania

New Hampshire

2

43

Arkansas

Massachusetts

3

44

Mississippi

Iowa

4

45

Alabama

Connecticut

5

46

Georgia

Vermont

6

47

California

Maine

7

48

Louisiana

Wisconsin

8

49

Ohio

Virginia

9

50

Missouri

51

District of
Columbia

Utah

10

Rank
1–10

11–20

21–30

31–40

41–51

Personal Freedom: Most improved states (2022 rank), 2012–2022
Wisconsin (8th)

+13

Virginia (9 )
th

+6

West Virginia (14 )

+23

Kentucky (27 )

+17

Oklahoma (29 )

+13

th
th
th

Nevada (35th)

+5

Delaware (39 )

-

Arkansas (43 )

+3

Mississippi (44 )

+3

th

rd

th

Alabama (45th)
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COUNTY INDICATORS

Agency (30%) captures the degree to
which individuals are free from coercion
or restriction and are free to move.
At its heart, an individual experiences
agency if they have the freedom to act
independently and make their own free
choices. Excessive use of police force,
imprisonment, and trafficking can act
as impediments on agency.

• Fatal police shootings of unarmed
civilians (WP)
• Death row population (NAACP)
• Adult Incarceration (BJS)
• Youth Incarceration (CJRP)
• Trafficking (POL)
• Nationwide due process and rights (WJP)
• Nationwide freedom from arbitrary
interference with privacy (WJP)
• Nationwide freedom from forced labor (V-DEM)

• Fatal police shootings of unarmed
civilians (WP)
• Statewide death row population (NAACP)
• Statewide adult Incarceration (BJS)
• Statewide youth Incarceration (CJRP)
• Statewide trafficking (POL)
• Nationwide due process and rights (WJP)
• Nationwide freedom from arbitrary
interference with privacy (WJP)
• Nationwide freedom from forced labor (V-DEM)

Freedom of Association and Assembly
(10%) measures the degree to which
people have the freedom to assemble with
others in public spaces to express opinions
freely, with autonomy from the State, and
to form collective interest organizations.

• Right-to-work (NCSL)
• Nationwide right to associate and
organise (FH)

• Statewide right-to-work (NCSL)
• Nationwide right to associate and
organise (FH)

Freedom of Speech (10%) captures the
ability of people to express a political
opinion without reproach and the extent
to which the media is censored and is
independent from and not influenced
by the ruling government.

• Press suppression (USPFT)
• Nationwide freedom of opinion and
expression (WJP)
• Nationwide press freedom from physical
repression (RsF)
• Nationwide alternative sources
of information (V-DEM)
• Statewide free speech on campus (FIR)
• Regional freedom of expression about
controversial topics (GSS)

• Press suppression (USPFT)
• Nationwide freedom of opinion and
expression (WJP)
• Nationwide press freedom from physical
repression (RsF)
• Nationwide alternative sources of
information (V-DEM)
• Statewide free speech on campus (FIR)
• Regional freedom of expression about
controversial topics (GSS)

Absence of Legal Discrimination (20%)
assesses the level of discrimination in
law or by government and whether the
law protects individuals and groups from
suffering discrimination. This dimension
captures multiple factors, including
gender, sexuality, religion, ethnicity
and economic background.

• Religious freedom restoration act
enacted (SPD)
• LGBT relationships and parenthood
recognition (MAP)
• LGBT non-discrimination laws (MAP)
• Nationwide equal treatment and absence
of discrimination (WJP)
• Nationwide non-discriminatory civil justice (WJP)
• Residential Dissimilarity (CHR)
• Employment discrimination charges (EEOC)

• Statewide religious freedom restoration
act enacted (SPD)
• Statewide LGBT relationships and
parenthood recognition (MAP)
• Statewide LGBT non-discrimination laws (MAP)
• Nationwide equal treatment and absence
of discrimination (WJP)
• Nationwide non-discriminatory civil justice (WJP)
• Residential Dissimilarity (CHR)
• Statewide employment discrimination
charges (EEOC)

Social Tolerance (30%) measures the
degree to which societies are tolerant
of, and the level of tension arising from,
differences within the population. Societal
discrimination and intolerance can
engender serious issues within a society
and are a significant inhibitor of individuals’
de facto freedoms.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Hate group concentration (SPLC)
Hate crimes (FBI)
Ethnic slur google traffic (GT)
Nationwide status of race relations (Gallup)
Nationwide women satisfaction (Gallup)
Same-sex marriage support (PRRI)
LGBT non-discrimination law support (PRRI)
Nationwide perceived tolerance of
immigrants (Gallup)
• Nationwide satisfaction with freedom (Gallup)

Hate group concentration (SPLC)
Statewide hate crimes (FBI)
Ethnic slur google traffic (GT)
Nationwide status of race relations (Gallup)
Nationwide women satisfaction (Gallup)
Same-sex marriage support (PRRI)
LGBT non-discrimination law support (PRRI)
Nationwide perceived tolerance of
immigrants (Gallup)
• Nationwide satisfaction with freedom (Gallup)

Personal Freedom: Element change, 2012–2022
+35
+30
+25
Score change

+20
+15
+10
+5
0
-5
-10
-15

Agency Freedom of Association Freedom
and Assembly
of Speech

Absence of Legal
Discrimination

Social
Tolerance
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Governance measures the extent to which there are checks
and restraints on political power and whether governments
operate effectively and without corruption. The nature of
governance has a material impact on prosperity. The rule
of law, strong institutions, and regulatory quality contribute
significantly to economic growth.

Pillar score
score
Pillar

Governance
65
60

U.S.Safety
Governance
U.S.
and Security

55
50
45
40

2012
2011

2014
2013

2016
2015

2018
2017

2020
2019

2022
2021

Governance 2022
Strongest

Weakest

Connecticut

1

42

Wyoming

Washington

2

43

District of
Columbia

New
Hampshire

3

44

Louisiana

Massachusetts

4

45

Arkansas

Hawaii

5

46

Kansas

Iowa

6

47

South Dakota

Wisconsin

7

48

Texas

Colorado

8

49

Alabama

Maryland

9

50

Mississippi

Minnesota

10

51

South Carolina

Rank
1–10

11–20

21–30

31–40

41–51

Governance: Most improved states (2022 rank), 2012–2022
California (15th)

+25

New Mexico (20 )

+9

New Jersey (22 )

+17

th

nd

Illinois (23 )

+22

Indiana (27 )

+17

Oklahoma (31st)

+11

Florida (33 )

+10

Georgia (35 )

+13

Kentucky (37 )

+9

Pennsylvania (41st)

+8

rd

th

rd

th
th
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Vermont was the best
performing state on the
administration of elections,
which takes into account
turnout, waiting times, and
on-line availability, among
others election aspects.

Image source: shutterstock.com

ELEMENT (WEIGHT %)

STATE INDICATORS

COUNTY INDICATORS

Political Accountability (30%) is the
degree to which the public can hold
public institutions accountable, capturing
the degree of political pluralism and other
mechanisms of accountability.

•
•
•
•

• Statewide Elections Performance
Index (MITEDS)
• Statewide gender balance
in legislatures (CAWP)
• Statewide state campaign
disclosure (NIMP)
• Statewide term limits (NCSL)

Rule of Law (35%) is the fairness,
independence and effectiveness of
the judiciary (in applying both civil and
criminal law), along with the accountability
of the public to the law.

• Justice Index (NCFAJ)
• Judicial integrity (ATRF)

Government Integrity (35%)
assesses the integrity of a government,
encompassing both the absence of
corruption and the degree to which
government fosters citizen participation
and engagement through open
information and transparent practices.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Elections Performance Index (MITEDS)
Gender balance in legislatures (CAWP)
State campaign disclosure (NIMP)
Term limits (NCSL)

Legal corruption perceptions (ICS)
Illegal corruption perceptions (ICS)
Corruption Reflection Index (ICS)
State Integrity Investigation (CPI)
Public record request compliance (Cuil.)
Online Spending Transparency
Index (USPIRG)

• Statewide Justice Index (NCAJ)
• Statewide judicial integrity (ATRF)

• Statewide legal corruption perceptions (ICS)
• Statewide illegal corruption perceptions
(ICS)
• Statewide Corruption Reflection Index (ICS)
• Statewide State Integrity Investigation (CPI)
• Statewide public record request
compliance (Cuil.)
• Statewide Online Spending
Transparency Index (USPIRG)

Governance:
Element
change,change,
2012–2022
Safety
and Security:
Element
2012–2022
+35
+35
+30
+30
+25
+25

Score
Scorechange
change

+20
+20
+15
+15
+10
+10
+5
+5

00
-5
-5
-10
-10
-15
-15

Political
Mass
Killings
Accountability
and Injuries

Rule ofCrime
Law
Violent

Government
Property
Crime
Integrity
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Social Capital measures how cohesive a society is in terms
of people trusting, respecting and helping one another,
and the institutional structures they interact with. A person’s
wellbeing is best provided for in a society where people
trust one another and have the support of their friends and
family. Societies with lower levels of trust tend to experience
lower levels of economic growth and social wellbeing. The
word “capital” in “social capital” highlights the contribution of
social networks as an asset that produces economic returns
and improves wellbeing.

Pillar score
score
Pillar

Social Capital
55
65
50
60

U.S.Safety
Social
Capital
U.S.
and
Security

45
55
40
50
35
45
30
40

2012
2011

2014
2013

2016
2015

2018
2017

2020
2019

2022
2021

Social Capital 2022
Strongest

Weakest

Utah

1

42

Georgia

Minnesota

2

43

Tennessee

Vermont

3

44

New York

South Dakota

4

45

Oklahoma

Nebraska

5

46

California

Wisconsin

6

47

Florida

North Dakota

7

48

Louisiana

New Hampshire

8

49

Arizona

Maine

9

50

New Mexico

51

Nevada

Montana

10

Rank
1–10

11–20

21–30

31–40

41–51

Social Capital: Most improved states (2022 rank), 2012–2022
Utah (1st)

-

Vermont (3 )

+3

Maine (9 )

+6

Colorado (11 )

+9

Hawaii (18 )

+9

Washington (19th)

+5

District of Columbia (23 )

+9

Michigan (26 )

+8

West Virginia (32 )

+6

rd

th
th

th

rd

th

nd

Nevada (51st)
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Personal and Family Relationships
(25%) captures the strength of the
closest-knit personal relationships and
family ties. These relationships form the
crux of support that individuals can turn
to, emotionally, mentally, and financially
on a daily basis.

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Social Networks (25%) measures the
strength of, and opportunities provided
by, ties that an individual has with people
in their wider network. These ties are
a vital part of social support, and these
networks can bolster bridging capital
when social and community networks
span different groups in society.

•
•
•
•
•

Institutional Trust (20%) captures
the degree to which individuals trust
their institutions. Trust in institutions is
an important foundation upon which
the legitimacy and stability of political
systems are built.

• Confidence in corporations (CPS)
• Confidence in the media (CPS)
• Trust in federal government (ANES)

Civic and Social Participation (30%)
measures the amount to which people
participate within a society, broadly split
into civic and social sphere.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Divorce (CDC)
Children in unmarried households (USCB)
Teen births (CDC)
Parent’s attendance of children’s
activities (NSCH)
• Shared meals with household
members (CPS)
• Frequently hear from family
and friends (CPS)
• Close friends (CPS)

•
•
•
•

Favors between neighbors (CPS)
Frequently talk with neighbors (CPS)
Trust in people in neighborhood (CPS)
Supportive neighborhood for a child (NSCH)
Trust in people (ANES)

Volunteer rate (USCB)
Volunteering intensity (CNCS)
Volunteering intensity (microdata) (USCB)
Active in neighborhood (USCB)
Helping the community (CNCS)
Helping the community (microdata) (USCB)
(Non-religious) membership
organizations (USCB)
Religious membership
organizations (USRC)
Religious organization participation (CPS)
Sport or recreation organization
participation (CPS)
School, neighborhood or community
association participation (CPS)

Statewide divorce (CDC)
Children in unmarried households (USCB)
Teen births (CDC)
Statewide parent’s attendance
of children’s activities (NSCH)
• Shared meals with household
members (CPS)
• Frequently hear from family
and friends (CPS)
• Close friends (CPS)
•
•
•
•

Favors between neighbors (CPS)
Frequently talk with neighbors (CPS)
Trust in people in neighborhood (CPS)
Statewide supportive neighborhood
for a child (NSCH)
• Statewide trust in people (ANES)

• Confidence in corporations (CPS)
• Confidence in the media (CPS)
• Statewide trust in federal government (ANES)

• Statewide volunteer rate (USCB)
• Statewide volunteering intensity (CNCS)
• Statewide volunteering intensity
(microdata) (USCB)
• Statewide active in neighborhood (CNCS)
• Statewide helping the community (CNCS)
• Statewide helping the community
(microdata) (USCB)
• (Non-religious) membership
organizations (USCB)
• Religious membership organizations (USRC)
• Religious organization participation (CPS)
• Sport or recreation organization
participation (CPS)
• School, neighborhood or community
association participation (CPS)

Social Capital: Element change, 2012–2022
+35
+30
+25
Score change

+20
+15
+10
+5
0
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-10
-15
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Family Relationships
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Defining Open Economies
Open Economies encourage innovation and investment,
promote business and commerce, and facilitate inclusive
growth. This domain captures the extent to which the
economies of each state and county embody these ideals.
Without an open, competitive economy, it is challenging
to create lasting social and economic wellbeing where
individuals, communities, and businesses are empowered
to reach their full potential. Commerce between states,
communities and other nations is fundamental to the
advance of innovation, knowledge transfer, and productivity
that create economic growth and prosperity. 45 Research
shows that open economies are more productive,
with a clear correlation between increased openness
over time and productivity growth. In contrast, in an
uncompetitive market or one that does not maximize
welfare, growth stagnates and crony capitalism thrives,
with knock-on impacts elsewhere in society. One of
the biggest opportunities for policymakers is to resist
protectionism and cronyism, and to actively reinvigorate
an agenda that embraces open and pro-competitive
economies both domestically and internationally, which
attracts innovation, ideas, capital and talent. While most
policymakers focus on the big fiscal and macroeconomic
policy tools at their disposal, the microeconomic factors
are sometimes overlooked, and their potential to drive
openness and growth is underestimated. With a focus on
these microeconomic factors, we examine the fundamental
aspects of open economies across three pillars, each with
component elements.

Business Environment measures the amount and variety
of investment finance available (Financing Ecosystems) and
how easy it is for businesses to start, compete, and expand
(Domestic Market Contestability). Contestable markets
with low barriers to entry and adequate pools of funding
are important for businesses to innovate and develop
new ideas. This is essential for a dynamic and enterprising
economy, where the Burden of Regulation and any inhibitors
on the flow of goods and services between businesses
(Price Distortions) enables rather than hinder business and
respond to the changing needs of society and ensure Labor
Market Flexibility.
Infrastructure captures the quality of the infrastructure that
enables trade. Businesses require infrastructure that allows
for efficient Communication, adequate provision of water
and electricity (Resources) and connects them to transport
hubs and economic centers (Transport). This leads to more
competitive and efficient markets, allowing new products
and ideas to be commercialized and transported within the
U.S. and overseas, ultimately benefiting consumers through
a greater variety of goods at more competitive prices.
Economic Quality measures how robust an economy is
(Fiscal Sustainability) and how an economy is equipped
to generate wealth (Productivity and Competitiveness,
Dynamism). A strong economy is dependent on high
labor-force engagement and the production and distribution
of a diverse range of valuable goods and services.

Open Economies 2022
Strongest
District of
Columbia

1

Massachusetts

2

North Dakota

3

Delaware

4

Connecticut

5

Texas

6

New York

7

Minnesota

8

Colorado

9

Utah

Weakest

Rank

10
1–10
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11–20

21–30

31–40

41–51

42

Kentucky

43

Nevada

44

Rhode Island

45

Maine

46

New Mexico

47

Alaska

48

West Virginia

49

Arkansas

50

Mississippi

51

Hawaii

Image source: istockphoto.com
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Business Environment

Pillar score
score
Pillar

Business Environment assesses access to credit,
labor market flexibility, and price distortions for goods
and services. It also captures how contestable the markets
are and the regulatory barriers affecting how easy it is for
businesses to start, compete, and expand.
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U.S.Safety
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Business Environment 2022
Weakest

Strongest
Colorado

1

42

North Dakota

District of
Columbia

2

43

Oregon

Pennsylvania

3

44

Louisiana

Massachusetts

4

45

Rhode Island

New York

5

46

Nevada

Illinois

6

47

West Virginia

Wisconsin

7

48

Alaska

Minnesota

8

49

Mississippi

Connecticut

9

50

Arkansas

51

Hawaii

Missouri

Rank
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21–30

31–40

41–51

Business Environment: Most improved states (2022 rank), 2012–2022
District of Columbia (2nd)

+5

Illinois (6 )

+4

th

Kansas (12 )
th

+12

Idaho (21 )

+9

Michigan (28 )

+3

South Dakota (29th)

+3

Montana (34 )

+11

Arizona (39 )

+5

South Carolina (41 )

+5

Nevada (46th)

+4
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Financing Ecosystems (40%) is the
availability of money for investment from
sources including banking and bank debt
to corporate debt and more sophisticated
financial markets.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Venture capital invested (NVCA)
Number of venture capital deals (NVCA)
Assets under management (NVCA)
Venture capital fundraising (NVCA)
New foreign direct investment (BEA)
Bank branch access (FDIC)

• Venture capital invested (LI derived)
• Number of venture capital deals
(LI derived)
• Assets under management (LI derived)
• Venture capital fundraising (LI derived)
• Statewide new foreign direct
investment (BEA)
• Bank branch access (FDIC)

Domestic Market Contestability (30%)
examines how open the market is to
new participants versus the protection
of the incumbents.

•
•
•
•
•

Low-income licensed occupations (IJ)
Occupational licensing training cost (IJ)
Occupational licensing training time (IJ)
Age requirements for license (IJ)
Regulation density index (SPD)

• Statewide low-income licensed
occupations (IJ)
• Statewide occupational licensing
training cost (IJ)
• Statewide occupational licensing
training time (IJ)
• Statewide age requirements for
license (IJ)
• Statewide regulation density index (SPD)

Burden of Regulation (10%) captures
how much effort and time are required
to comply with regulations.

• Federal Regulation and State Enterprise
Index (QG)
• State regulation (QG)

• Statewide Federal Regulation and State
Enterprise Index (QG)
• Statewide state regulation (QG)

Labor Market Flexibility (10%) measures
how dynamic and flexible the workplace
is for both employer and employee.

• Collective bargaining agreement
coverage (FI)
• Employee health insurance cost (HJK)
• Workers compensation premium
rate (SOO)
• Minimum wage (DOL)

• Statewide collective bargaining
agreement coverage (FI)
• Statewide employee health insurance
cost (HJK)
• Statewide workers Compensation
Premium Rate (SOO)
• Statewide minimum wage (DOL)

Price Distortions (10%) looks at how
taxes and subsidies affect the ‘level
playing field’.

• Subsidies to the private sector (BEA)
• Corporate Tax Score (TF)

• Statewide subsidies to the private
sector (BEA)
• Statewide Corporate Tax Score (TF)

Business Environment: Element change, 2012–2022
+20
+15
+10
Score change

+5
0
-5
-10
-15
-20
-25
-30

Financing
Ecosystems

Domestic Market
Contestability

Burden of
Regulation

Labor Market
Flexibility

Price
Distortions 1

1. Decrease as a result of subsidies made during the COVID-19 pandemic.
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Infrastructure captures the quality of the infrastructure that
enables commerce. Businesses require infrastructure that
allows for efficient communication, adequate provision of
water and electricity, and connects them to transport hubs
and economic centers. This leads to more competitive
and efficient markets, allowing new products and ideas
to be commercialized and transported within the U.S. and
overseas, ultimately benefiting consumers through a greater
variety of goods at more competitive prices.

Pillar score
score
Pillar

Infrastructure
65
60

U.S.Safety
Infrastructure
U.S.
and Security

55
50
45
40

2012
2011

2014
2013

2016
2015

2018
2017

2020
2019

2022
2021

Infrastructure 2022
Weakest

Strongest
District of
Columbia

1

New Jersey

2

North Dakota

3

Connecticut

4

Delaware

5

Maryland

6

Florida

7

Pennsylvania

8

New York

9

Illinois

42

Louisiana

43

Vermont

44

Montana

45

Mississippi

46

West Virginia

47

Arkansas

48

Oklahoma

49

New Mexico

50

Maine

51

Alaska

Rank

10
1–10

11–20

21–30

31–40

41–51

Infrastructure: Most improved states (2022 rank), 2012–2022
District of Columbia (1st)

-

North Dakota (3 )

+9

Connecticut (4 )

+4

Delaware (5 )

+9

rd

th
th

Rhode Island (16 )
th

+10

New Hampshire (21st)

+8

South Dakota (33 )

+8

Hawaii (35 )

+2

rd

th

Wyoming (39 )

+10

Arkansas (47th)

+3

th
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Nearly 90% of residents in
North Dakota have access
to ultra-fast Internet, the
highest of any state.

Image source: shutterstock.com
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Communications (40%) assesses the
means of communication and how
widespread access to communication is.

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Resources (25%) assesses the quality,
reliability and affordability of the energy
network in a state, and the access to and
use of water resources.

• Customers affected by electricity
outages (MKJ)
• Net electricity generation (EIA)
• Water usage (USGS)
• Electricity outage duration (EIA)
• Electricity outage frequency (EIA)

Transport (35%) assesses the ease and
efficiency with which people and goods
travel between and within states. This is
a measure of the quality, diversity, and
penetration of all forms of transport.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mean download speed (BBN)
Ultra-fast internet access (BBN)
High-speed internet access (NTIA)
Internet providers (Business) (FCC)

Number of airports (BTS)
Road condition (BTS)
Railroad length (BTS)
Bus transit route mileage (BTS)
Public road length (BTS)
Bridge condition (BTS)
Distance to airport (BTS)

Mean download speed (BBN)
Ultra-fast internet access (BBN)
Fast internet access (BBN)
Internet providers (Business) (FCC)

• Statewide customers affected by
electricity outages (MKJ)
• Statewide net electricity generation (EIA)
• Water usage (USGS)
• Electricity outage duration (EIA)
• Electricity outage frequency (EIA)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Statewide number of airports (BTS)
Road condition (BTS)
Statewide railroad length (BTS)
Statewide bus transit route mileage (BTS)
Public road density (BTS)
Bridge condition (FHWA)
Distance to airport (BTS)

Business Environment:
Infrastructure:
Element Element
change, 2012–2022
change, 2012–2022
+20
+35
+30
+15
+25
+10
Score change

+20
+5
+15
0
+10
-5
-10
+5
-15
0
-20
-5
-25
-10
-30
-15
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Economic Quality assesses how well the economy
is equipped to generate wealth sustainably with the
full engagement of its workforce. A strong economy is
dependent on the production of a diverse range of valuable
goods and services and high labor force participation.

Pillar score
score
Pillar

Economic Quality
65
60

U.S.Safety
Economic
Quality
U.S.
and Security

55
50
45
40

2012
2011

2014
2013

2016
2015

2018
2017

2020
2019

2022
2021

Economic Quality 2022
Strongest

Weakest

North Dakota

1

42

Michigan

Texas

2

43

Alabama

Utah

3

44

West Virginia

Wyoming

4

45

Pennsylvania

Washington

5

46

Arkansas

Delaware

6

47

Kentucky

Oregon

7

48

Illinois

Nebraska

8

49

Rhode Island

Georgia

9

50

Mississippi

51

Hawaii

Minnesota

10

Rank
1–10

11–20

21–30

31–40

41–51

Economic Quality: Most improved states (2022 rank), 2012–2022
Washington (5th)

+18

Oregon (7 )

+28

Georgia (9 )

+16

California (12 )

+22

Wisconsin (14 )

+14

Tennessee (19th)

+20

Arizona (29 )

+19

South Carolina (30 )

+16

th

th

th

th

th

th

New Mexico (38 )

+9

Alabama (43rd)

+6
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Florida has 610 new
businesses per 100,000
population – 3.5 times
that in West Virginia, and
the highest of any state.

Image source: shutterstock.com
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STATE INDICATORS

COUNTY INDICATORS

Fiscal Sustainability (25%) assesses
the ability of a government to sustain its
current spending, tax, and other policies
in the medium to long term.

•
•
•
•
•

• Statewide government credit rating (BP)
• Statewide state reserves capacity (PEW)
• Government revenue to expenditure
ratio (USCB)
• Statewide state budget balance (PEW)
• Statewide state pension funding (FR)
• Debt-to-GDP ratio (USCB)

Productivity and Competitiveness (25%)
captures the efficiency of the labor force
and the export value of goods and services.

• Manufactured export value (USCB)
• Non-manufactured export value (USCB)
• Labor productivity (BLS)

Dynamism (20%) measures the churn
of businesses — the number of new
startups entering and failed firms exiting
an economy.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Rate of New Employer (KAU)
Startup early job creation (KAU)
Startup early survival rate (KAU)
Opportunity-driven startups (KAU)
Rate of new entrepreneurs (KAU)
Patent applications (USPTO)

•
•
•
•
•
•

Statewide new employer rate (KAU)
Statewide startup early job creation (KAU)
Statewide startup early survival rate (KAU)
Opportunity-driven startups (KAU)
Rate of new entrepreneurs (KAU)
Patent applications (USPTO)

Labor Force Engagement (30%) covers
the intersection of demography and
the workforce, including the rates of
unemployment and underemployment.

•
•
•
•
•

Unemployment (BLS)
Youth unemployment (BLS)
Employee engagement (Gallup)
Underemployment (BLS)
Labor force participation (BLS)

•
•
•
•
•

Unemployment (BLS)
Youth unemployment (USCB)
Employee Engagement (Gallup)
Statewide underemployment (BLS)
Labor force participation (USCB)

Government credit rating (BP)
State reserves capacity (PEW)
Revenue to expenditure ratio (PEW)
State budget balance (PEW)
State pension funding (FR)

• Export value (goods) (BIEM)
• Export value (services) (BIEM)
• Labor productivity (BLS)

Business Environment:
Economic
Quality: Element
Element
change,
change,
2012–2022
2012–2022
+20
+35
+30
+15
+25
+10
Score change

+20
+5
+15
0
+10
-5
-10
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Defining Empowered People
Empowered People captures the quality of people’s
lived experiences and the features present that enable
individuals to reach their full potential through autonomy
and self-determination. This domain starts with the
resources required for a basic level of wellbeing, ranging
from levels of material resources to adequate nutrition, to
basic health and education outcomes, access, and quality,
to a safe and clean environment. Many of these issues
are interrelated. We examine the fundamental aspects
of empowered people across four pillars, each with
component elements.

Longevity. It assesses the set of Behavioral Risk Factors that
affect the quality of the population’s health and the quality
of healthcare provision through the lenses of Care Systems
and Preventative Interventions. Those who enjoy good
physical and mental health report high levels of wellbeing,
while poor health keeps people from fulfilling their potential.
Education measures enrollment, outcomes and quality of
four stages of education (Pre-Primary, Primary, Secondary,
and Tertiary Education) and the Adult Skills in the population.
Education allows people to lead more fulfilling lives, and a
better-educated population can contribute better to society.
Over the long term, education can help to drive economic
development and growth while improving social and health
outcomes, and leading to greater civic engagement.

Living Conditions measures the set of conditions or
circumstances that are necessary for all individuals to
attain a basic level of wellbeing. This set of circumstances
includes a level of Material Resources, adequate Nutrition
and access to Water Services and Shelter. It measures the
level of Connectedness of the population and the extent
to which they are in a safe living and working environment
(Protection from Harm). These enable the individual to be a
productive member of society and to pursue prosperity and
build a flourishing life.

Natural Environment measures the elements of the physical
environment that have a direct impact on the ability of
residents to flourish in their daily lives. The quality of air is
captured through Emissions and Exposure to Air Pollution.
The extent to which the ecosystems providing resources
for extraction (freshwater and forest, land and soil) are
sustainably managed. A well-managed rural environment
yields crops, material for construction, wildlife and food,
and sources of energy. The extent of preservation efforts
is captured, as these are critical to longer-term sustainability.

Health measures health service provision and the health
outcomes of a population — including the quality of both
Mental Health and Physical Health, each of which affects

Empowered People 2022
Strongest

Weakest

Massachusetts

1

42

Tennessee

Connecticut

2

43

South Carolina

New Hampshire

3

44

Kentucky

Vermont

4

45

New Mexico

New Jersey

5

46

Alabama

Minnesota

6

47

Oklahoma

Colorado

7

48

Arkansas

Washington

8

49

Mississippi

New York

9

50

Louisiana

Maryland

10

51

West Virginia

Rank
1–10

92

11–20

21–30

31–40

41–51

Image source: shutterstock.com
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Living Conditions captures whether a reasonable quality
of life is extended to the whole population. This includes
several key areas — in addition to material resources,
people must have access to adequate shelter and a healthy
diet, basic services such as electricity, clean water, and
sanitation, safety at work and in their lived environment,
and the ability to connect and engage in core activities
in society.

Pillar score
score
Pillar

Living Conditions
75
65
70
60

U.S.Safety
Livingand
Conditions
U.S.
Security

65
55
60
50
55
45
50
40

2012
2011

2014
2013

2016
2015

2018
2017

2020
2019

2022
2021

Living Conditions 2022
Strongest

Weakest

New Hampshire

1

42

Montana

Minnesota

2

43

Tennessee

New Jersey

3

44

Alaska

Massachusetts

4

45

Nevada

Maryland

5

46

Arkansas

Connecticut

6

47

Oklahoma

Virginia

7

48

West Virginia

Delaware

8

49

Louisiana

Utah

9

50

New Mexico

51

Mississippi

Rhode Island

10

Rank
1–10

11–20

21–30

31–40

41–51

Living Conditions: Most improved states (2022 rank), 2012–2022
Vermont (12th)

+20

Idaho (21 )

+17

Georgia (28 )

+6

Missouri (29 )

+7

Alabama (38 )

+5

Arizona (39th)

+5

Texas (40 )

+7

Montana (42 )

+4

Arkansas (46 )

+3

Oklahoma (47th)

+3
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Material Resources (25%) measures
the proportion of individuals with the
minimum amount of resources necessary
to survive and attain wellbeing, including
the reliability of income and resilience to
economic shocks.

•
•
•
•
•

Low income (USACS)
Poverty (USACS)
Deep poverty (USACS)
Liquid asset poverty (PNS)
High-risk loans (TP)

•
•
•
•
•

Nutrition (15%) measures the availability,
adequacy and diversity of food intake
required for individuals to participate in
society, ensure cognitive development,
and avoid potentially long-term
health impacts.

•
•
•
•

Food security (USDA)
Borderline food security (USDA)
Fruit consumption (BRFSS)
Vegetable consumption (BRFSS)

• Food security (FA)
• Statewide borderline food
security (USDA)
• Fruit consumption (BRFSS)
• Vegetable consumption (BRFSS)

Water Services (15%) captures the
access to, and the availability and quality
of, the basic utility services necessary for
human wellbeing.

• Clean and safe water (Gallup)
• Public drinking water violations (EPA)
• Complete kitchen and plumbing
facilities (HUD)

• Statewide clean and safe water (Gallup)
• Public drinking water violations (CHR)
• Complete kitchen and plumbing
facilities (HUD)

Shelter (15%) reflects the availability and
affordability of accommodation, and the
population without any shelter.

•
•
•
•

• Homelessness (HUD)
• Unsheltered homeless
rate (HUD)
• Households with overcrowding (HUD)
• Availability of affordable housing (UI)

Connectedness (15%) captures the
extent to which individuals can participate
in the normal activities in which citizens of
a society engage, digitally and physically.

• Urban access to broadband (FCC)
• Rural access to broadband (FCC)
• Households with a smartphone (USACS)

• Access to broadband (FCC)
• Households with a smartphone (USACS)

Protection from Harm (15%) captures the
safety of the environment individuals live
and work in, measuring automotive and
workplace injuries and accidental deaths.

• Fatal unintentional injuries (CDC)
• Traffic deaths (CDC)

• Fatalities from unintentional injuries (CDC)
• Traffic deaths (CDC)

Homelessness (HUD)
Unsheltered homeless rate (HUD)
Households with overcrowding (HUD)
Availability of affordable housing (NLIHC)

Low income (USACS)
Poverty (USACS)
Deep poverty (USACS)
Liquid asset poverty (PNS)
Statewide high-risk loans (TP)

Living Conditions: Element change, 2012–2022
+35
+30
+25
Score change

+20
+15
+10
+5
0
-5
-10
-15

Material
Resources

Nutrition

Water
Services

Shelter

Connectedness Protection
from Harm
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Health

Pillar score
score
Pillar

Health assesses the extent to which people are healthy
and have access to the necessary services to maintain
good health. Those who enjoy good physical and mental
health report high levels of wellbeing, while poor health
provides a major obstacle to people fulfilling their potential.
The coverage and accessibility of effective healthcare,
combined with behaviors that sustain a healthy lifestyle,
are critical to both individual and societal prosperity.

75
65
70
60

U.S.Safety
Health
U.S.
and Security

65
55
60
50
55
45
50
40

2012
2011

2014
2013

2016
2015

2018
2017

2020
2019

2022
2021

Health 2022
Strongest

Weakest

Hawaii

1

42

Indiana

Massachusetts

2

43

South Carolina

Connecticut

3

44

Tennessee

Minnesota

4

45

Alabama

California

5

46

Louisiana

New York

6

47

Kentucky

New Jersey

7

48

Oklahoma

New Hampshire

8

49

Mississippi

Nebraska

9

50

Arkansas

51

West Virginia

Rhode Island

10

Rank
1–10

11–20

21–30

31–40

41–51

Health: Most improved states (2022 rank), 2012–2022
California (5th)

+5

Rhode Island (10 )

+9

South Dakota (11 )

+10

th

th

Maryland (16 )

+2

Oregon (19 )

+3

Virginia (21st)

+3

Idaho (24 )

+4

District of Columbia (26 )

+5

Florida (28 )

+7

Mississippi (49th)

+2
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Behavioral Risk Factors (15%)
assesses the set of lifestyle patterns
molded by a complex set of influences
that increase the likelihood of developing
disease, injury or illness, or of suffering
from premature death.

•
•
•
•
•

Obesity (BRFSS)
Smoking (BRFSS)
Alcohol use disorder (NSDUH)
Illicit drug use disorder (NSDUH)
Pain reliever misuse (NSDUH)

•
•
•
•
•

Obesity (CDC)
Smoking (CHR)
Alcohol use disorder (NSDUH)
Illicit drug use disorder (NSDUH)
Pain reliever misuse (NSDUH)

Preventative Interventions (15%)
measures the extent to which a health
system prevents diseases, illnesses
and other medical complications from
occurring, to improve quality of life
and avoid premature death.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Adult dentist visits (BRFSS)
Adult doctor visits (BRFSS)
Colorectal cancer screening (BRFSS)
Child medical visits (NSCH)
HPV immunizations (NCIRD)
Pap smear test (BRFSS)
Child Immunization (NCIRD)
Child dentist visits (NSCH)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Adult dentist visits (BRFSS)
Adult doctor visits (BRFSS)
Colorectal cancer screening (BRFSS)
Statewide child medical visits (NSCH)
Statewide HPV immunizations (NCIRD)
Pap smear test (BRFSS)
Statewide child immunization (NCIRD)
Statewide child dentist visits (NSCH)

Care Systems (15%) assesses
accessibility to the health care system,
and the capacity of that system to treat
and cure diseases and illnesses once
they are present in the population.

• Child mental health access (NSCH)
• Adults with no health care
coverage (BRFSS)
• Avoided medical care due to cost (BRFSS)
• Hospital rating (HCAHPS)
• Preventable hospitalizations for medicare
enrollees (CMS)

• Statewide child mental health
access (NSCH)
• Adults with no health care coverage (CHR)
• Avoided medical care due to cost (BRFSS)
• Hospital rating (HCAHPS)
• Preventable hospitalizations for medicare
enrollees (CHR)

Mental Health (15%) captures the level
and burden of mental illness on the living
population, using self-reported and
objective measures.

•
•
•
•

Suicide (CDC)
Drug overdose deaths (CDC)
Serious mental illness (NSDUH)
Disability weighted prevalence from
mental illness (IMHE)
• Self-reported mental health not
good (BRFSS)

•
•
•
•

Physical Health (20%) captures the
level and burden of physical illness on
the living population, using self-reported
and objective measures.

•
•
•
•

High blood pressure (BRFSS)
Diabetes (BRFSS)
Heart attack (BRFSS)
Disability weighted prevalence of
infectious diseases (IMHE)
• Self-reported poor physical health (BRFSS)

•
•
•
•

Longevity (20%) measures the mortality
rate of the population through different
stages of life.

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Maternal mortality (IMHE)
Under 5 mortality (CDC)
5-14 mortality (CDC)
15-64 mortality (CDC)
Mortality risk 65-85 (IMHE)

Suicide (CDC)
Drug overdose deaths (CDC)
Serious mental illness (NSDUH)
Statewide disability weighted prevalence
from mental illness (IMHE)
• Self-reported mental health not
good (CHR)
High blood pressure (BRFSS)
Diabetes (CDC)
Heart attack (BRFSS)
Statewide disability weighted prevalence
of infectious diseases (IMHE)
• Self-reported poor physical health (CHR)
Under 5 mortality (CDC)
5-14 mortality (CDC)
15-64 mortality (CDC)
Maternal mortality (IMHE)
Mortality risk 65-85 (IMHE)

Health: Element change, 2012–2022
+35
+30
+25
Score change

+20
+15
+10
+5
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Education

Pillar score
score
Pillar

Education is a building block for prosperous societies;
the accumulation of skills and capabilities contributes to
economic growth. Education provides the opportunity
for individuals to reach their potential, and a more
fulfilled and prosperous life. A better-educated population
leads to greater civic engagement and improved social
outcomes, such as better health and lower crime rates.

65
60

U.S.Safety
Education
U.S.
and Security

55
50
45
40

2012
2011

2014
2013

2016
2015

2018
2017

2020
2019

2022
2021

Education 2022
Weakest

Strongest
Massachusetts

1

42

Texas

Vermont

2

43

Arizona

New Jersey

3

44

Alaska

Connecticut

4

45

Arkansas

Minnesota

5

46

Mississippi

New Hampshire

6

47

Alabama

Colorado

7

48

Nevada

Virginia

8

49

West Virginia

District of
Columbia

9

50

New Mexico

51

Louisiana

Washington

Rank

10
1–10

11–20

21–30

31–40

41–51

Education: Most improved states (2022 rank), 2012–2022
District of Columbia (9th)

+14

North Carolina (22 )

+10

nd

Hawaii (28 )

+5

Florida (31 )

+4

Tennessee (34 )

+9

Georgia (35th)

+3

Arizona (43 )

+1

th
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Arkansas (45 )
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Mississippi (46 )
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Pre-primary Education (5%) measures
enrollment and quality of early years
(Pre-K) education.

• Pre-primary enrollment (USACS)
• State pre-K quality (NIEER)

• Pre-primary enrollment (USACS)
• Statewide state pre-K quality (NIEER)

Primary Education (20%) measures
enrollment, completion and quality of
education at the primary school (K-12
Middle School) stage of education.

•
•
•
•

Math grade 4 score (NAEP)
Science grade 4 score (NAEP)
Reading grade 4 score (NAEP)
Primary enrollment (USACS)

• Math grade 4 level (SEDA)
• Statewide science grade 4 score (NAEP)
• English, language and arts grade
4 level (SEDA)
• Primary enrollment (USACS)

Secondary Education (25%) measures
enrollment, completion and quality of
education at the secondary school (K-12
High School) stage of education.

•
•
•
•
•

Math grade 8 score (NAEP)
Science grade 8 score (NAEP)
Reading grade 8 score (NAEP)
High school graduation rate (USDE)
Secondary enrollment (USACS)

• Math grade 8 level (SEDA)
• Statewide science grade 8 score (NAEP)
• English, language and arts grade
8 level (SEDA)
• High school graduation rate (CHR)
• Secondary enrollment (USACS)

Tertiary Education (25%) measures
enrollment, graduation, and quality
of education at the tertiary stage,
which includes community colleges
and universities.

• College enrollment (USACS)
• College graduation rate (NCES)
• University quality for enrolled
students (QS_WUR)
• Community college graduation
rate (NCES)

• College enrollment (USACS)
• Statewide college graduation rate (NCES)
• Statewide university quality for enrolled
students (QS_WUR)
• Community college graduation
rate (NCES)

Adult Skills (25%) captures the level
of education of the adult population,
reflecting historical education outcomes.

• Adult population with at least a high
school diploma (USACS)
• Adult population with bachelor’s degree
or higher (USACS)

• Adult population with at least a high
school diploma (USACS)
• Adult population with bachelor’s degree
or higher (USACS)

Education: Element change, 2012–2022
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Natural Environment captures the parts of the physical
environment that have a direct effect on people in their daily
lives and changes that might impact the prosperity of future
generations. A well-managed natural environment benefits
a nation by yielding crops, material for construction, wildlife
and food, and sources of energy, while clean air leads
to a higher quality of living for all.

Pillar score
score
Pillar

Natural Environment
65
60

U.S.Safety
Natural
U.S.
andEnvironment
Security

55
50
45
40

2012
2011

2014
2013

2016
2015

2018
2017

2020
2019

2022
2021

Natural Environment 2022
Strongest

Weakest

Connecticut

1

42

Kentucky

New York

2

43

North Dakota

Vermont

3

44

West Virginia

Nevada

4

45

Alabama

New Hampshire

5

46

Nebraska

California

6

47

Oklahoma

Rhode Island

7

48

Arkansas

Maine

8

49

Louisiana

Colorado

9

50

Ohio

51

Indiana

Massachusetts

10

Rank
1–10

11–20

21–30

31–40

41–51

Natural Environment: Most improved states (2022 rank), 2012–2022
Connecticut (1st)

+7
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Emissions (25%) measures the level of
emissions of greenhouse gases such as
CO2 and other pollutants such as PM2.5.

• CO2 emissions (EIA)
• Nitrous oxide emissions (EPA)
• Carbon monoxide
emissions (EPA)
• Sulfur dioxide emissions (EPA)
• Ozone emissions (EPA)

• CO2 emissions (EIA)
• Nitrous oxide emissions (EPA)
• Carbon monoxide
emissions (EPA)
• Sulfur dioxide emissions (EPA)
• Ozone emissions (EPA)

Exposure to Air Pollution (25%)
captures the level of emissions to which
the population is physically exposed,
and the resulting longevity impact.

•
•
•
•

• Life expectancy loss from
air pollution (JBEN)
• Toxic air releases (EPA)
• PM2.5 emissions (EPA)
• Lead emissions (EPA)

Forest, Land and Soil (20%) assesses
the quality of forest, land, and soil by
looking at the extent of natural habitats
and the disposal of pollutants into
the ground.

• Toxic land releases (EPA)
• Rural parks and wildlife
areas (USDA)
• Compliant underground storage tanks
facilities (EPA)
• Exposure to pesticides (CDC)
• Tree canopy cover (NLCD)
• Wetlands and deepwater
habitats (USFWS)

• Toxic land releases (EPA)
• Statewide Rural parks and wildlife
areas (USDA)
• Statewide Compliant underground
storage tanks facilities (EPA)
• Statewide Exposure
to pesticides (CDC)
• Tree canopy cover (NLCD)
• Wetlands and deepwater habitats
(USFWS)

Freshwater (20%) assesses the
availability and quality of freshwater
and the demands placed on that
water availability.

• Good quality rivers and streams (EPA)
• Good quality lakes, resevoirs and
ponds (EPA)
• Total freshwater withdrawals per
capita (USGS)
• Toxic water releases (EPA)

• Statewide Good quality rivers and
streams (EPA)
• Statewide Good quality lakes, resevoirs
and ponds (EPA)
• Total freshwater withdrawals per
capita (USGS)
• Toxic water releases (EPA)

Preservation Efforts (10%) captures the
extent of efforts to preserve and sustain
the environment for future generations.

• GAP 1 Protected areas (USGS)
• GAP 2 Protected areas (USGS)
• GAP 3 Protected areas (USGS)

• Statewide GAP 1 Protected areas (USGS)
• Statewide GAP 2 Protected areas (USGS)
• Statewide GAP 3 Protected areas (USGS)

Life years lost from air pollution (IMHE)
Toxic air releases (EPA)
PM2.5 emissions (EPA)
Lead emissions (EPA)

Natural Environment: Element change, 2012–2022
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Methodology
The American Dream Prosperity Index has been
developed as a practical tool to help identify what specific
action needs to be taken to contribute to strengthening
the pathways from poverty to prosperity across the 50
states and the District of Columbia, and the 1,481 counties
within the 17 selected states, on the promotion of their
citizens’ flourishing, reflecting both wealth and wellbeing
at a state and local level.
To cover both economic and social wellbeing and not
just one or the other, the U.S. Index faces the challenge
of finding a meaningful measure of success at state and
county level. We endeavor to create an Index that is
methodologically sound. This is something that the Legatum
Institute has sought to achieve with academic and analytical
rigor over the past decade in its work on The Legatum
Prosperity IndexTM.
Building upon the structure of the global Prosperity Index
in 2019, and working with around 40 U.S. academic and
policy experts (see page 110 for a full listing) with particular
expertise on the different aspects of prosperity in a U.S.
context, we developed an appropriate taxonomy that
accurately defines prosperity in the U.S. Over multiple
iterations, through many meetings and subsequent
correspondence, we discussed these concepts and
developed a taxonomy that captured the characteristics
across the three domains of prosperity: Inclusive Societies;
Open Economies; and Empowered People. Through this
engagement we constructed a U.S.-focused Prosperity
taxonomy that contained 11 pillars and 49 policy-focused
elements (see page 72).
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Creating the state-level Prosperity Index required the
identification and application of datasets that captured
the different characteristics of prosperity for each of the
50 states and D.C., for which our expert panel provided
invaluable guidance on the most appropriate datasets.
The state-level Index was first published in 2019 and a
county-level Index added in 2020. Each year we have
made some improvements and modifications to the Index.
In particular, this year we have refreshed the Personal
Freedom pillar, to try and more accurately measure this
aspect of prosperity within the United States. This has
meant dropping some old measures and incorporating
some new ones. We have also made a few other minor
amendments to the Index. Full details of these changes
can found in the methodology report, available at
www.americandreamprosperity.com
We have applied the U.S. prosperity taxonomy at a county
level to construct a county-level Index for 17 selected states:
California, Colorado, Florida, Georgia, Iowa, Kentucky,
Louisiana, Michigan, Minnesota, Mississippi, Montana,
Nebraska, New Mexico, New York, Oklahoma, Texas, and
Wyoming. The county-level Index has been designed to
mirror the state-level Index as closely as possible, so they
can work hand in hand in informing decision-making at the
different geographical levels.
The state-and county-level Indexes aim to capture the
richness of a truly prosperous life, moving beyond traditional
macroeconomic measurements of the prosperity of a state
or county, which rely solely on indicators of wealth such
as average income per person (GDP per capita). It seeks
to redefine the way we measure success, changing the
conversation from what we are getting to who we are
becoming. This makes it an authoritative measure of human
progress, offering a unique insight into how prosperity
is forming and changing across the United States.

Step by Step
1

Selecting the indicators
Having established the taxonomy for measuring
prosperity across the U.S., as set out on page 72,
the next stage was to identify and capture the
data variables that best measure the different
characteristics of prosperity in the U.S, at a state
and county level.
In constructing the state-level Index, we identified
the most relevant indicators within each of the
49 elements, driven by a set of selection criteria
and advice from external experts on U.S. data and
research around each pillar. We used an extensive
variety of publicly available data sources that gave
comprehensive coverage of all 50 states and
D.C. This list was refined based on input from the
academic and policy experts in each pillar area,
who advised on the reliability of data sources,
alternative measures, and the credibility of indicators’
measurement. Including the refresh of the Personal
Freedom pillar this year, this has resulted in 230
indicators, from more than 90 sources, grouped into
49 discrete elements and 11 pillars. Each of the 11
pillars captures a fundamental theme of prosperity,
and each element helps to capture discrete policy
areas measured by the indicators. Each pillar has
between three and six elements, and each element
has between two and nine indicators.
In constructing the county-level Index, we wanted
to mirror as closely as possible the state-level
Index. This involved sourcing county-level data
for the indicators used for state-level index. Of
the 230 indicators in the state level Index, we
sourced over 120 indicators at county or other
sub-state levels (e.g. Metropolitan Statistical
Areas — MSAs). For certain indicators, the state
value for the indicator is relevant for all counties
within a state (e.g. whether anti-discrimination laws
have been enacted within a state). However, for
approximately 60 indicators, while we expect there
to be underlying county variation, county-level data
was not publicly available. For these 60 indicators,
we used the state figure for each county in the
state, as an indicative proxy. This approach has the
advantage that it provides some variation when
comparing the performance of individual counties
across the different states but does not impact the
effectiveness of the Index when making comparisons
among counties within each state. Over time, these
indicators will hopefully become available at a county

2

3

level and we can replace the state average with
more relevant county data.

Standardization
The indicators in each Index are based on many
different units of measurement, including numbers
of events, years, percentages and ordinal scales.
These different units need to be normalized for
comparison between indicators and geographic
entities to be meaningful. We employ a distance
to frontier approach for this task. In the state-level
Index, a state’s performance in an indicator is
compared with the value of the observed or logical
best case, and that of the observed or logical worst
case, to create a normalized score between 0 and
1. The same approach is used in the county-level
Index, with a wider set of best and worst values
where the range of the observed or logical data is
wider than that at state level. As a result, the distance
to frontier score captures a state’s relative position in
the state index and a county’s relative position in the
county index. (Where state values are applied at the
county level, the state set of best and worst values
are applied). This approach enables us to compare
Index scores over time in each of the respective
indexes, to understand whether a state's or a
county’s performance is improving or weakening.

Indicator weights
Each indicator is assigned a weight, reflecting the
level of importance it has in affecting prosperity.
Weights fall into four buckets: 0.5, 1, 1.5, and 2. Each
indicator is weighted as 1 by default, but based on
its significance to prosperity this may be adjusted
downwards or upwards accordingly. For example,
an indicator with a weight of 2 means that it is twice
as important in affecting the element as another
indicator in that element with a weight of 1. Weights
in the state-level Index were determined and the
same weighting was applied to the county-level
Index, with several exceptions. (Please see our
separate methodology report for full details.) Two
factors were used in determining weights, ordered
by priority: (1) the relevance and significance of the
indicator to prosperity, as informed by the academic
literature and our experts’ opinions, and, to a lesser
degree, (2) the statistical significance of the indicator
to the productive capacity and well-being of a state,
as measured by Cantril’s Ladder.
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4

Element, pillar, domain
and Index scores
Within each of the 11 pillars, indicators’ distance to
frontier scores are multiplied by their weights and
then summed to generate element scores and
subsequently pillar scores for each state in the
state-level Index and each county in the county-level
Index. Element weighting was determined in the
same manner and applied using percentages. While
indicator weights represent their relative significance
within the corresponding element only, element
weights are comparable across the Index.
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Once pillar scores are established, domain scores
are calculated such that each domain is given equal
weight, the mean of which yields an overall score
on which the overall prosperity rankings are based.
While the Index score provides an overall
assessment of a state’s or county’s prosperity, each
element, pillar and domain score serve as a reliable
guide to how that state or county is performing with
respect to a particular foundation of prosperity.

Note on averages
When calculating scores for the U.S., we take a
population-weighted average score to capture the effect
on individuals. For example, if two states improve their
score, then the more populous state will have a greater
effect on the national score than the less populous state.

Comparability of the U.S. Index with the
global Index for the U.S.
In the Global Prosperity Index, we calculate element, pillar
and prosperity scores for the United States. The global
taxonomy for prosperity is slightly different to the U.S.
taxonomy for prosperity. For example, there are 66 policyfocused elements and 12 pillars of prosperity in the global

Index, whereas there are 49 policy-focused elements and
11 pillars of prosperity in the U.S. Index. Furthermore, the
indicators used in each Index, while trying to capture the
same aspects where the elements are the same, may be
slightly different. The global Index will use sources that
cover the countries of the globe, while the sources used
for the U.S. Index will cover the states and counties
of the U.S.
The aggregation approach in producing each Index is the
same, although the distance to frontiers and weights are
applied in a manner appropriate to each Index. Combined
with using different data sources and a slightly different
taxonomy, caution should be exercised in comparing
the results from each Index. While there should be, and
indeed is, similarity in the overall findings between the
two indexes, there are also some differences.

Image source: istockphoto.com
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Source abbreviation

Source description

Data availability at national,
regional, state or county level

AAR

Association of American Railroads

State

ACLU

American Civil Liberties Union

State

ANES

American National Election Studies

State

ATRF

American Tort Reform Association

State

BBN

BroadbandNow

State and county

BEA

United States Bureau of Economic Analysis

State and county

BIEM

Brookings Institution Export Monitor

County

BJS

United States Bureau of Justice Statistics

State

BLS

United States Bureau of Labor Statistics

State and county

BP

Ballotpedia

State

BRFSS

Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance System

State and county

BTS

United States Bureau of Transportation Statistics

State and county

CAWP

Center for American Women and Politics

State

CDC

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention

State and county

CHR

County Health Rankings

County

CJRP

Census of Juveniles in Residential Placement

State

CMS

Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services

State

CNCS

Corporation for National and Community Service, Volunteering
& Civil Life in America

County

CPI

Center for Public Integrity

State

CPS

Current Population Survey

County

Cuil.

Dave Cuillier

State

DOL

United States Department of Labor

State

EEOC

Equal Employment Opportunities Commission

State

EIA

United States Energy Information Administration

State and county

EPA

United States Environmental Protection Agency

State and county

FA

Feeding America

County

FBI

Federal Bureau of Investigation Uniform Crime Reporting Statistics

State

FCC

Federal Communications Commission

State and county

FDIC

Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

State and county

FH

Freedom House

National

FHWA

Federal Highway Administration

State and county

FI

Fraser Institute

State

FIR

The Fire

State

FR

Federal Reserve

State

FTC

Federal Trade Commission, Consumer Sentinel Network

State and county

Gallup

Gallup Dailies

National and state

GSS

General Social Survey

Regional

GT

Google Trends

State and county

GTD

Global Terrorism Database

State and county

GVA

Gun Violence Archive

State and county

HCAHPS

Hospital Consumer Assessment of Healthcare Providers and Systems

State and county

HJK

Henry J Kaiser Family Foundation

State

HUD

United States Department of Housing and Urban Development

State and county

Source abbreviation

Source description

Data availability at national,
regional, state or county level

ICS

Institute for Corruption Studies

State

IJ

Institute for Justice

State

IMHE

Institute for Health Metrics and Evaluation

State and county

JBEN

Bennett et al. 2019. "Particulate matter air pollution and national and county life
expectancy loss in the USA: A spatiotemporal analysis".

County

KAU

Kauffman Foundation

State and county

MAP

Movement Advancement Project

State

MITEDS

MIT Election and Data Science Lab coding of state policies

State

MKJ

Mukherjee et al.

State and county

NAACP

National Association for the Advancement of Colored People

State

NACJD

National Archive Of Criminal Justice Data

County

NAEP

National Assessment of Educational Progress

State

NCES

National Center for Education Statistics

State and county

NCFAJ

National Center for Access to Justice

State

NCIRD

National Center for Immunization and Respiratory Diseases

State

NCSL

National Conference of State Legislatures

State

NIEER

National Institute for Early Education Research

State

NIMP

National Institute on Money in Politics

State

NLCD

National Land Cover Database

State and county

NLIHC

National Low Income Housing Coalition

State

NSCH

National Survey of Children's Health

State

NSDUH

National Survey on Drug Use and Health

State and county

NTIA

National Telecommunications and Information Administration

State

NVCA

National Venture Capital Association

State and county

OECD

Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development

State and county

PEW

Pew Research Center

State

PNS

Prosperity Now Scorecard

State and county

POL

Polaris Project

State

PRRI

Public Religion Research Institute

State

QG

QuantGov

State

QS_WUR

QS World University Rankings

State

RsF

Reporters Without Borders

National

SEDA

Stanford Education Data Archive

County

SOO

State of Oregon

State and county

SPD

State Policy Database

State

SPLC

Southern Poverty Law Center

State and county

TF

Tax Foundation

State

TP

Talk Poverty

State

UI

Urban Institute

County

USACS

United States Census Bureau, American Community Survey

State and county

USCB

United States Census Bureau

State and county

USDA

United States Department of Agriculture

State

USDE

United States Department of Education

State

USFWS

United States Fish and Wildlife Service

State and county

USGS

United States Geological Survey

State and county

USPFT

United States Press Freedom Tracker

State

USPIRG

United States Public Interest Research Group

State

USPTO

United States Patent and Trademark Office

State and county

USRC

United States Religious Census

State and county

V-DEM

Varieties of Democracy

National

WJP

World Justice Project

National

WP

Washington Post

State and county
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